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1-0) Preface
The development of the Space Shuttle will provide a unique vehicle
from which i-I:? global distribution of aerosols may be measured. The Shuttle
missions will occur at a time when the interests of the meteorological
community are concentrating on a better understanding of the earth's climate.
Desert aerosols are the most abundant atmospheric aerosols and it appears
that they will significantly affect the climate. A Shuttle-borne lidar
system can provide basic data about aerosol distributions for forthcoming
models of climate.
Chapter 1 of this report summarizes our present knowledge of the physical
characteristics of desert aerosols and the absorption characteristics of atmo-
spheric gas. Chapter 2 presents an analysis of radiative heating computations.
Computational simplicity and adequate accuracy are fundamental criteria which
any computational scheme must satisfy in order to be useful as part of a com-
prehensive climatic model. Sample computations of the radiative heating effects
produced by desert aerosols are also presented in Chapter 2. General circulation
models are insensitive to changes in heating rates less than 0.5°K/day; this
ultimately determines the accuracy with which the aerosol distribution must be
determined by the Shuttle-borne lidar. These considerations are presented
in Chapter 3.
A high spectral resolution lidar can provide profiles of the aerosol
extinction coefficient. Tables 3-1 and 3-2 establish criteria for height
resolution and the accuracy with which the lidar must provide aerosol extinction
coefficients. The analysis of Chapter 4 presents the characteristics of a
Shuttle-borne lidar that will satisfy the criteria established in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 also presents some laboratory studies which seek to Identify
schemes that might permit the implementation of a high spectral resolution
lidar system.
1-1) Introduction [
Climatic variability is a major hazard which afflicts agricultural / ,
• • !
, production. Much attention has been devoted to the influence of atmospheric .'
< constituents on the heat budget and its possible long-tern impact en climatic
| , J
(i trendfi, see e.g. SMIC report U971). The distribution of radiatively active ' -,
i »
\ constituents such as aerosols and clouds may produce changes in the distri- • \
•I ' 'j bution of surface temperatures (duration of growing season) or precipitation
(drought or floods) before longer range trends such as ice ages become sig-
* • •'
.j nificant. General circulation patterns are influenced by the vertical sta- j
1
 i -
! bility of the ac',:f sphere. The temperature profiles wMch determine this .'
i stability are affected by the vertical distributions of radiatively active
j constituents which may alter radiative heating or cooling rates.
i Global measurements of the vertical distributions of clouds and aerosols •
t *
will be required as input for models needed to study the influence of aerosols
and clouds on climatic variability. Lidar can be used to measure the vertical
i distribution of aerosols and clouds; and the development of the space shuttle
i provides a vehicle which may be used to transport a lidar system over much of
i |
i the earth. _ . .-;
'• Cloud top heights are easily determined by lidar. The optical thickness * '
^
; of cirrus clouds can also be readily determined by lidar. While these quanti-
ties are of considerable meteorological interest in their own right, we will
confine our attention to aerosols and their heating effect on the atmosphere.
The reasons for this choice are that desert aerosols are mare wide spread
than anthroprogenlc aerosols, they are found nearer to the equator where
they may interact more effectively with solar radiation, they frequently
appear in cloud free regions so that their radiative effects ave not obscured
by clouds, and they are more difficult to measure with a lidar than clouds.
-'—**-.-*«
i-;v5-'
1-2) The Deaert Aerosol
1-2-a) Geographical Distribution and Climatic Role of Desert Aerosols
The desert aerosol is probably the most wide-spread natural aerosol.
Figure 1-1 shows the approximate global distribution of desert aerosol sources.
The largest source is the long band of deserta and steppes stretching from
West Africa east through the Sahara, the Sahel, the Lyblan and Egyptian
deserts, the Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Israel, Syria, Iraq. Iran,
/
/ ' Pakistan, and India. The second source is located in the extensive Siberian
l
and Chinese deserts. Other sources, are located in South Africa, South
!i ;f 1
America, Australia and the Western U.S. All together, deserts comprise about
eight percent of the Earth's surface or close to one third of the total land
surface. The total output of "long-lived" dust from this source is at least
i
120 million metric tons annually according to Carlson and Prospero, (1972)
\
and Joseph et al., (1973) and it may reach more than four times this value,
see Goldberg, (1971). An upper bound to the global atmospheric aerosol load
of the order of 2000 million metric tons/year was cited in the SMIC report,
(1971).
There is evidence that overcultivation of marginal lands promotes the
development of deserts. As population pressure places more marginal land
under cultivation, the aerosol density in the atmosphere may be expected to
increase.
One reason for the climatic importance of desert aerosol is that small
changes in climate or in man's activities may cause considerable dis-
placement of arid zone boundaries. The more arid the climate thus becomes,
the more desert aerosol will be introduced on a global scale into the atmo-
sphere. There might thus be an initial positive feedback mechanism between
desertification and a change in ra;;.'. tlon balance due to desert aerosol.
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Heavy desert dust deposition far away fron its source has been reported
extensively. North African dust has been reported in Northern Europe by
Morikofer, (1941) and Stevenson, (1969), in the West Indies by Prospero,
(1968); and Carlson and Prospero, (i971). Desert aerosols hi>ve been shown to
exist in the atmosphere at low and sub-tropical latitudes by Peterson, (1968);
Bryson and Wendland, (1970); Volz, (1970); Volz and Sheehan, (1971); SMIC
(1971); Joseph and Manes, (1971); Joseph et al., (1973); and Sargont and
Beckman, (197.',).
The appearance of desert dust in large quantities over Japan and the
Western and Central Pacific is correlated in spring with the northward migra-
tion of the 0°C isotherm in the Central Asian deserts. T. Kitaoka, (1971),
indicates that the turbidity over Japan may increase by 300% when this dust
appears. The wind-borne desert aerosol from Asia has also been found in
geologically and pedologically important amounts on the islands of Hawaii
by Jackson et al., (1971). Heavy dust falls reported by ships in the Pacific
up to 3000 km from the source, have been cited by Ing (1972).
The horizontal distribution of aerosol in large scale air masses is
dense enough so that its presence is easily detectable in broadband satellite
photographs obtained in reflected sunlight.
1-2-b) Vertical Distribution of Desert Aerosols
Desert aerosols are very dense over source regions. Surface concen-
trations, are very frequently of the orii..-r of 1000 Ug/m according to
Peterson, (1968). The average surface mass concentration in the desert
aerosol layer is between 30-300 pg/m away from the source, see Carlson
and Prospero, (1972), Reynolds et al., (1973) and Joseph et al., (1973).
These mass concentrations are comparable to those found where man-made
I :
i .
t i
j ;
II
I'
*w>ii.^ l-IwA,-.-i
pollution is severe. This is one reason why natural desert aerosols may be
more significant to the global energy balance than man-made aerosols.
The presence of desert aerosols is clearly evident In visibility measure-
ments. In very dense desert haze (not a sand storm) the visibility may be lens
than one ks. In the Middle East area, days with visibility leas than about
10 km have a frequency of occurrence of about 50-200 per y»ar according to
Manes and Guetta, (1973', and Lentz and Holdale, (1974).
i
I Prospero, (1968), and Carlson and Prospero, (1972) found thet desert
aerosols are usually transported away from their source in an isentropic layer.
/: ' !
Over the Atlantic Ocean this layer is usually found between 8UO and 500 tab.
'"' .' 1
BeJow this layer, the air contains very little desert aerosol, Junge, (1972).
The same stable layers in which the desert aerosol is advected were also
found over the Middle East by Joseph, Ashbell and Eviatar, (1961). However,
the aerosol has been found well-mixed to high altitudes over the source region
by Peterson (1968), and Peterson and Bryson, (1968).
1-2-c) Physical Properties of Desert Aerosols
A study of: the effect of a model aerosol, with properties similar to
a desert aerosol, on total solar and infra-red radiative fluxes, flux-
divergence and radiative-convective tcspcrature profile^ has been published
recently by Wang and Domoto, (1974). They found that the absorption of the
aerosol was equal to that of the water vapor in the solar spectral region.
Over regions of high albedo (e.g. deserts), an increase in the aerosol concen-
tration will heat the earth-atmosphere system. Furthermore, convection is
suppressed by the presence of aerosol and in the case of a "dense" aerosol
(visibility ^ 5 km), a temperature inversion Isyor is forced. Net heating
rates in the lowest layers are changed by about 2.0°K day .
5An experimental study by Reynolds et al., (1973) shows that the presence
of a layer of. desert aerosol aloft in the tropical oceanic atmosphere may
shift the net (solar +• thermal infra red) radiation heating rate curve downward
in altitude and increase the heating at the altitude where the concentration is
a maximum.
The stabilizing effect of solar absorption by the atmospheric aeroeol
and its greenhouse effect in the thermal infra-red may play a significant role
in maintaining temperature inversions over drserts and it may affect convection
over oceans. The peculiar height distribution of the desert aeronol over the
tropical oceans may increase the static stability enough to inhibit the
rainfall during dayl^ht hours.
Joseph, (1970), (1971), Stowe, (1971), and Jacobow^tz and Coulson (1973)
have shown that the presence of .lerosol over a surface will also significantly
affect the remote determination of the surface temperature from a satellite.
It is thus extremely important to study the vertical distribution of
the desert aerosol on a global basis.
1-2-d) Coaposition of the Desert Aerosol
The composition of desert asrosols has been Investigated by Junge, (1972),
Goldberg, (197:), Carlson and Prospero, (1972), Kondratiev, (1972), Volz,
| (1971), Peterson 5.1968), Lentz and Hoidale, (1974), Llndberg and Laude, (19/5?,
I and Bullrich et al. (1973).
I
t The largest fraction of the desert dust is a variety of silicate clays,
i
I together with admixtures of calcite, quartz, sodium nitrate and organic natter.
^ Organ' .natter or iron compounds may be necessary to explain the relatively high
c
I measured absorptivity of the desert aerosol for visible solar radiation foundi
| by Joseph and Wolfson (1975), and Kondratiev (1972); (1974).
s
tI
R
The composition by weight summarized in Table 1-1 is based primarily on
work by Lentz and Hoidale, (1974).
Table 1-1 Composition of Desert Aerosol
Montraorillonite
Kaolinite
Illite
Calcite
Iron Compounds (Limonite), Organic Cw&pouncs
Quartz \
Sodium Nitrate
352
20%
20%
10Z
52
5%
52
| The silicaceous clays that comprise the bulk of desert aerosol and
\
possibly organic material that adheres to the clay particles, found by
Gillette et al., (L974), are excellent natural clcud seeding agents. This
fact may lead to a significant effect on cloud and rain formation and cloud
optical properties. This property of the clays may lead to i profound
diurnal change of the aerosol over deserts. During daytime, when the relative
humidity becomes quite low, aerosols may be dry and non-spherical. Such
aerosols absorb both solar radiation and thermal radiation. At night the
relative humidity often approaches 100 percent; the aerosols may rapidly
change their optical properties, their shape and their size distribution as
water is adsorbed onto the aerosols. Such aerosols will absorb less in the
visible in the early morning hours till the water-vapor evaporates. Some
experimental indications of such a phenomenon have been reported by
Vittori et al., (1974) for aerosols in Italy,
;^^ vv~:-W^ ~:^ ^^ ^^  •= ."~".- ~"~ •' - , ;-j
' / ' ' " " - " . : • ' " " 7 i
Lindberg, (1974) found that the hydroxyl bonds in clays have absorption
bands in the near infra-red and these may simulate the radiative effect of
water vapor. The absorption of solar radiation by desert aerosols is about
equal in magnitude to that of water-vapor according to Reynolds et al., i
(1973); and Kondratiev, (1972,1973)- Kondratiev et al., (1972), (1974).
I 1-2-e) Refractive Index of Desert Aerosol
(1) The Solar Spectral Regiont .4 inn < X < 1.1 pm.
Most measurements and theoretical evaluations agree that the real part of
•| the refractive Index of "dry" (ambient relative humidity % 60%) desert aerosol
is of the order 1.46 ;< n < 1.54. This is the range of values appropriate
for both amorphous and crystallite quartz according to Day et al., (197&),
and for siliceous clays like kaolinite according to Steyer et al., (1974).
It is too low for iron or organic compounds which comprise at most 5% of
desert aerorols. We suggest the value of n ** 1.54 in the spectral range
.4 urn < A < 1.1 urn.
There is much less agreement on the value of the imaginary part of the
refractive index, k, see Fig. 1-2. The highest values are those deemed
appropriate for limonite, see Kondratiev et al., (1972),(1974). The lowest
values are those of Lindberg and Laude, (1975), based on reflectivity measure-
ments of a desert aerosol diluted in a powder matrix. Brinkworth (1972)
«uKK<-'«t« that Kucli results may be too low by a factor of about 2. The values
used by Mr.Clatchey et al. (1970) are based on Volz's (1957) data. Joseph and
Wolfson (1975) deduced a mean value for the spectral region .3 Um < A < 2.5 urn
of k **' .03 ± .02 on the basis of solar flux measurements. The curve 3K in
Figure 1-2 shows the Lindberg and Laude curve shifted upward by a factor of
3 to coincide with that reported by Kondratiev. The range of uncertainties
for k thus seems to lie between that of limonite and the "desert dust" curve
r- • ••;,•; ™».v.i
8
of Lindberg and Laude (1974), in which there is no limonite. It is impossible,
to fix the value any better. The curves presented by Kondratiev et al. (1974)
are the most acceptable values.
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Figure 1-2. The absorption index of lesert
aerosols in the solar visible region.
K: Desert dust - Lindberg and Lsade (1975)
3K: 3X desert dust - Lindberg and Laude (1975)
KK: Desert dust - Kondratiev et al. (1974)
KJW: Average desert dust - Joseph and Wolf son (1975)
KL: Limonite - Egan and Becker (1968), Kondratiev (1972)
(2) The Solar Spectral Region; 1.1 urn <. X < 2.5 jim
Lindberg and ^mith, 0974), and Kondratiev, (1972) presented the most
recent data on the properties of desert aerosol clays in -this spectral region.
Their data show a continuous extinction with an extinction coefficient between
.01 cm and 1 cm , leading to 8 x 10 £ k £ 2 x 10 . Superimposed on this
are band-absorption features centered on the water-vepor absorption bands.
-4 -3The value of k in these bands may reach 1x10 £ k < 1 x 10 and
.002 < k < .02 In the 2.7 urn band. The aberoption in these bands depends<\, *\j
on the state of hydration of the clay sample.
We recommend the averaged values of n • 1.54 and k • .008. These values
are based on spectral averaging using the solar spectrum as a weighting func-
tion. The value of k may be twice as large (Brinkworth, 1972).
(3) The Thermal I-.ifra-red Spectral Region: X 2. 2.5 um
All materials that may be present in desert aerosols have strong ab-
sorption bands in this region and they may be bi-refringent. Peterson and
Weinman, (1969), and Steyer et al., (1974) present results for quartz, and
Lentz and Hoidale (1974), present results for silicate clays and carbonates.
! • !
The imaginary part1of the refractive index varies over oeveral orders of
• ." ' 1
magnitude in the shortwave and the 8 urn < \ < 12 urn parts of this spectral
f
region. The maximum extinction coefficient may be 15-20 times larger than
in the solar rangej Day et al., (1974). The same authors show that the
determination of the imaginary part of the refractive index by transmissometry
of samples dispersed in a matrix under-estimates the absorption at the peak
by about a factor of three due to saturation. However, the spectrally inte-
grated absorption as evaluated by Hie calculations based on the conventional
data, gives the absorption within 15 percent. It follows thus that a "band
model" for aercsol absorption based on these Mie calculations should have
reasonable success in simulating the infra-red optical effect of aerosols.
Evidence of the global homogeneity of the desert aerosol is demonstrated
in Figure 1-3 which shows the imaginary part of the refractive index of desert
aerosol as found in the Western U.S. by Lentz and Hoidale, (1974). Two similar
sets of the spectral determinations of the same quantity from the desert of
Israel are also shown. The large variability from dust storm to dust storm
and even in one storm is also evident from the difference in the two sets
of measurements in the Israeli desert, which were taken by Fischer (1977).
1.0:
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Figure 1-3. Imaginary part of the refractive index of desert
aerosols in the spectral region of the atmosphere's infra-red
window.
The real part of the refractive index may thus be taken as n - 2.45
and the imaginary part may be taken from Lentz and Hoidale's model of the
optical constants of the desert aerosol.
1-2-f) Size Distribution rA Desert Aerosols
The size distribution of desert aerosol has been investigated by Junge,
(1972), Bullrich, et al. (1973), Lentz and Hoidale (1974), Volz (1970), Joseph
and Manes (1971), Joseph et al., (1973), Joseph and Guetta (1975), Prospero,
(1968), Carlson and Prospero, (1972), Peterson (1968), Bryson et al. (1964),
3ryson and Peterson (1968), Lindberg and Laude (1975),.Lentz and Hoidale
(1974), Grams et al. (1972), Shaw et ai. (1973), Kondratiev (1972), Kondratiev
et al. (1972), Schutz and Jaenecke, (1974).
11
On the average, the experimental size distributions may be represented
by a sum of two incomplete gamma-functions, one peaking between 1 and 10 ym,
the other at radii less than 1 ym
n(r) - n^ (r) + n2(r)
>,r *) + a»r exp(-b,r ) 1-2.1)
a. = 3.5 x 105, cm~3ym~3 c^ = 2., bi - 20. ym ,Yj_ " -50
a - 2.9 x 105 cm~3ym~n, a - 10., b = 10. ym"1, y = 1.0
£» ™ ™ ~
Assuming the mass density to be 2.0, the corresponding mass M. is ..
3 31.25 yg/m and M. is 299. yg/m for a "normal" desert aerosol.
1
 The n (r) is introduced because the desert clays cannot absorb solar
radiation in the amounts experimentally found. The simple way of providing
for the absorption is to add a small mass of limonite in the form 'of snail
particles. Kondratiev (1973) also found that limonite is only in aerosols
with r<l ym and that the larger aerosols are clays.
Not enough data are available to say much about the change in height
of the size-distribution. Due to the efficient mixing by convection of the air
over deserts we shall assume that the size distribution is Independent of height.
An estimate of the parameters of the size distribution of desert aerosols
can be obtained in the following way:
The refractive Indices, as presented previously, have been used to
compute the Mie optical depths for extinction in the solar spectrum, 0.4 ym
< X < 1.1 ym, and in the 8.0 ym < A < 12.5 ym thermal infra-red region for a
range of values of the parameters of the size-distribution. In the infra-red,
n2(r) is the main contributor t^ the optical Hepth whereas n,(r) and n«(r) are
both important in the solar visible and near infra-red.
Our comparisons ohow that the parameters cited for n.(r) yield
12
a best fit between the optical depths computed from Mie theory in the
8.0 pm < A < 12.5 pin region with those reported by Lentz and Hoidale (1974).
We then take the optical depths in the visible, based on this beat-
fit size distribution, n.(r), and combine it with a set of extinction
optical depths for limonite with a size distribution n.(r). The parameters
of the size-distribution n.(r) are then varied to obtain a best fit to the
spectral extinction of solar radiation.
The best fits, n,(r) and n_(r), are compared with various size distri-
! I ~
1
butions in Figure 1-4. The sum of these two distributions constitute our
j
proposal for the avorige size distribution of the desert aerosol as found
i '•
over the oceans or over deserts during calm conditions.
i
1-2-g) The Maximal Amounts of Desert Aerosol
In order to describe the extreme effects of desert aerosols on thermal
infra-red heating rates as measured by Bryson et al., (1964), for example,
quite large optical depths must be assumed (T ^  3 - 6). Above "normal" optical
depths are also needed to partially explain the decreased cooling in the lower
troposphere observed by Peterson (1968). This means that between 10 - 20 x
normal amounts of u.(r) are needed to explain the Bryson et al. case, and
1 •'- 10 x normal are required to account for the Peterson measurements. Measuie-
ments of the concentration of large particles over the Sahara Desert by SchUtz
and Jaenicke (1974) indeed show concentrations of large particles which are
5 - 10 times greater than were assumed in the derivation of our "normal" desert
aerosol;
The average optical depth at A = 0.5 ym of the aerosol during Khajtsinic
phenomena over Israel is .4, however, optical depths exceeding 1 occur about 10
percent of the time, Joseph and Manes (1971), Joseph, Manes and Aahbell (1973),
13
. E
Joseph and Wolfson (1975), Grassl (1974). The data on visibility over the
Middle East collected by Lentz and Hoidale (1974) show that visibilities j
less than 11 km occur about 50-150 days every year. This implies that the ' /
visible horizontal extinction coefficient is larger than .35 km" . If
j
typical aerosol scale heights lie between 1 and 3 kms, a vertical optical
; depth between .35 and 1 occurs about l^ days eveiry year. Carlson et al. '
1
! (1973) report a reduction of global solar radiation equal to that of thin
clouds and a Linke turbidity factor of .3 at A = .0.5 um during the occurrence
of dust over the Atlantic. This value is equivalent to a vertical optical
; depth of .69.
i
j The range of masses of the desert aerosol modelled in this study is
I
therefore assumed to vary between 30 and 3000 Ug/m at the surface. We shall
denote a normal desert aerosol by BF = 1, signifying a surface mass-concentra-
tion of 300 Uj>/m3. Aerosol scaling factors of BF of 0.1 and 10 denote "light" :
and "heavy" desert aerosols respectively. ;
1-3 Models of the Clear Atmosphere ',
Two models were assuaed for the clear atmosphere. The first is that of
a tropical atmosphere defined by McClatchey et al (1970), and the second .
' i
| is that given for April 24, 1966 over New Delhi, India by Peterson (1968). ;', i
The surface temperature was assumed in each case to be equa." to that of the air V'
at the surface. The main difference between the two is the higher air tempera-
i :
| tures below 700 mb in the New Delhi case. The air temperatures at the surface,
f at 900 mb and 800 mb, are about 10°K higher. That at 700 mb is two degrees
| higher. The water-content is about the same. The ozone-profile from the '
5 * .
£ McClatchey model was used in both cases. ]
it, \
»> The optical properties of water-vapor at 8 um < X < 13 um were taken '$ ]
^ from the study of Cox (1973) and both continuous and e-type absorption '--,
&^ %&iF^ J£'^ 4?u^ 4».C1g^
:;...- '.r-.-r-^ .-,: ""*; '
^. V
\
-\
LIO'-^ I
10.000
I.OOO -
0.01 r
O.COIaoi 0.1 10
PARTICLE RADIUS, r,
100
Figure 1-4 Size distributions of desert aerosols (a) Rajasthan desert -
Peterson (1968), (b) Colorado - Whitby (1974), (c) Texas - Gillette et al,
(1972), (d) Rajnstban desert - Bryson et al. (1964), (e) Sahara sand
storm - Schlitz and Jaenicke (1974), (f) Camp Derji Sahara, sand storm -
Schlkz and Jaenicke (1974), (g) Mean of Sebha, Sthara - Schutz and
Jaeuicke O.974), (h) Atlantic Ocean - SchUtz and Jaenicke (1974),
(1) Crams et al. (1974), (j) and (k) de. uisi, private communication.
I.:
I :
t .
» j£3s<JiiS. -^ -Xi
were taken into account. All calculations were done in spectral Intervals
of AA = 0.5 Mm in that spectral region. The data used were linearly Inter-
polated from the da*:a summarized in Table 1-2. Temperature and pveasure
dependence of the absorption coefficients were taken into account as shown
in Equations 1-3,1 to 1-3,6.
(a) Water-vapor
Wavelengtb. (in)
,'j . (b) Oione
i '
r L
Uoveltngth.lpol
_ . .-l
K0> (atn-ca)
Waveleftith.dia)
Tablel-2 i Optical Properties of Caaeoue Atenspherlc Abaorbar;
8.00 8.35 8.70 9.10-9.55 10.00 10.5} 11.10 11.80 12.50 13.3}
.090 .080 .074 .06} .062 .068 .090 .100 .102 .103 .113
19.80 17.00 14.50 12.00 9.30 9.30' 9.JO '10.00 12.00 14.00 20.00
8.00 8.20 8.40 8.60 8.80 9.00 9.20 9.40 9.60 9.80 10.00 10.20 10.40
0.000 0.000 .015 .079 .128 .105 .08} 1.016 2.303 2.659 1.609 .431 .051
10.60 10.80 11.00 11.20 11.40 11.60 11.80 12.CO 12.20 12.40 12.60 12.80 13.00
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .008 .020 .051
!'-'
The ozone amounte are calculated, in units of atm-cm, reduced to
S.T.P.
- 9.32xl02
o
c(l) T (o) ,1.<C^
p(£) T (i) 1-3,1
(McClatchey et al 1970).
The numerical factor reduces the ozone amount to S.T.P.
£ H p/po
p is surface pressure in dyne cm
g the gravitational constant in cm sec
c the ozone concentration in g/m
p the air density in g/oT
.-- v--"j
U
Water-vapor amounts were modelled by
ft.
p,q(p,)
cU)
K20, e-type .622g
6 —2
where p « 1.01 x 10 dyne-cm
- 1.63xlO"
2
"2g » 981 cm sec
Tj^  - 273°K
T " temperature, °K
C(T) - 2 - {(2 + x
d£.
C(T)
C(293°K)
i/o
'
.622 exp { - ci - (c2/T)}
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1-3,2
i-3,3
1-3-4
1-3-5
fP-56
3.56
- 13.01
- 2878.2'K
(.130)
0
(Cox 1973)
.130 < £ < 1
.001 < I < .130
SL <.001
1-3-6
The models for absorption by gases outside the 8.0 pm < X < 12.5 Mm
window are based on those of Rodgers and Walshaw (1966), and Rodgers (1967)
and used conventionally in the manner cited by R. Bursztyn (1974), to evaluate
fluxes in 65 pressure intervals from the surface to 1 mb.
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2-1 Heating Rates due to Desert Aerosols
2-1-a) General Discussion
The role of aerosolt. in the general circulation of the atmosphere and
in climate has been the subject of extensive discussion. The problem of
aerosols arises in two ways:
The first problem is the determination of the impact of aerosols on
atmospheric and surface heating. The second problem is the determination
of their indirect role on the energy balance of the atmosphere through their
effect on the formation and the properties of clouds. We shall concern
ourselves solely with the first problem.
2-1-b) Heating Rates for Numerical Models of the General Circulation
Random errors in heating-rates have little effect on General Circulation
Models according to Joseph (1966), and Washington (1971). It is important,
however, that the heating rate departs systematically from a suitable stan-
dard and that its trend is known. Systematic changes in radiative properties
of the atmosphere have quite significant effects, see Joseph ibid, Pels and
Kaplan (1974), Manabe and Wetheraid (1975). For example, systematic pertur-
bations of the heating rate greater than 0.5°K day" affect the NCAR G.C.M.
according to Washington (1974).
An important requirement that any radiative heating rate scheme must
satisfy to be useful in numerical modelling of the atmosphere is speed of
computation. We address ourselves now to the development of fast and rela-
tively accurate radiative transfer model to compute the heating rate of the.
desert aerosol in the atmosphere.
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2-1-c) Heating Rates in the Solar Spectrum due to Aerosol;;
Several studies of solar heating due to aerosols are available ii the
literature e.g. Yamaoofo et al., (1974), Dave and Bxaslau, (1974) and Braslau
and Dave (1973, (a), (b)).
An important problem in modelling heating by an aerosol is the variation
of its mixing-ratio with height lu th<e atmosphere. This leads to the need
for many layers in order to adequately model the variation of the albedo fqr
single scattering with height.
A second problem is the spectral integration of fluxes and heating
rates. The extinction of the aerosol usually decreases slowly with wavelength
and it is amall, in the appropriate spectral ranges, compared to the absorp-
tion by water-vapor and other gases' absorption bands. Rayleigh scattering
is small compared to absorption in the solar infra-red. We therefore divide
the solar spectrum into two regions. One contains the range .3 \m <X< .8 \aa
and all "windows" between easeous absorption bands; aerosols are assumed to .
be optically active and Rayleigh scattering by molecules mist also be con-
sidered. The second regica is that of all gaseous absorption bands; there
we assume that only gases are optically active.
2-2 The 6-Eddington Approximation
A simple model for atmospheric radiative heating rates due tj the
presence of aerosols will now be developed:
The direct use of the Eddington approximation in calculating solar
fluxes and heating rates leads to large errors for optically thin aerosol laden
atmospheres. The reason for this is chat single-scattering is usually dominant
*
due to the relatively small total optical depths, T < 1. In this case,
the actual phase-function is strongly peaked, while the Eddington approxi-
mation assumes that the peak in the scattering function is relatively small.
The Eddington phase function is
1
 {' **"*.'*
.,-, -!-«
!•••
F-V i«$
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The forward to backward ratio Is thus
F(180°)
Van de Uulst (1971) showed that <o - 3g, where g - -r
2-2,2
P(6)cos9 d(coa0)
-1
is the as,Ttmetry factor. In the solar spectral range, g ~ .7 for aerosols.
Therefore, R ~ - 2.8 while its actual value may be of the order of a 1000
and positive.
This difficulty can be reduced if ».h= forward peak of the phase
function is replaced by a suitably weighttxl Dirac delta-function. The phase
function can be approximated by:
- f) 3g'u)
Z— 2,3
where u » cos6, f is a weighting factor defined belcw and g1 is the
asymmetry-factor of the truncated phase function.
The application of this approximation of the phase-function leads to
a scaling of the optical depth, albedo for single scattering, and the
asymme try-f ac tor
T' - (1 - uf)T
1 - u>f 2-2 ^4
1 - f
The factor f may be found by
Zero Moment• I
First Moment: cose an = g - f + (i-f)g'
2-2,5a)
2-2,5b)
Then the second moment:
= f
2-2,5c>
where P2(coB9) la the second order Legendre polynomial.
Any phase-function nay be approximated by a Henyey-Greensteln function.
Van de Hulst (1971) showed that the Henycy-Greenatein function may be expressed
as:
P(8) -
t-0
l)g ^ (coaS).
Therefore, it follows that
f-82
2-2,6
2-2,7
We can derive fluxes from an Eddington approximation which employs the
transformed quantities defined in Eqa_. 2-2,4 and 2-2,7. The quantities I
and I. are given by Shettle and Weinman, (1970).
where
I - C. exp(-KT') + C exp(KT') - a exp(-T'/V )
O X * O
I. - P[C, exp(-KT') - C, exp(KT')! -i i. *.
K - I 3(1 - 0)')(1 - a)' g')}1*
P - [ 3(1 - u>')/(l - uV)]1*
2-2,8
2-2,9
are
24
The boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the layer (atmosphere)
(1 + ^ X^ + (1 - y)C2 - a + | 3 2-2,10
_ 7D — — t?T *
[1 - A -y (1 + A)]e ™
_ 9P — VT *[1 - A+4r (1 + A)]e"
AM i -T'/U
[(1 - A)a - *f (1 + A) + —2-2. ]e 2-2,11
where A is the surface albedo, t* is the optical depth at the surface and
u is the solar zenith angle,
o
The downward, F* (a'), and upward, Ft (T) , fluxes are equal to
F Kt') - uol exp f-Tf/W0>-+ irU0 '+ 2/3 1^ 2-2,12
F t(T') - n(Io - 2/3 2-2,13
>f
'\
-_>
rj
In order to test the accuracy of this method, the fluxes and flux
differences were extensively compared to similar calculations using doubling
method, see Hansen and Travis (1974). Table 2-1 shows sample comparisons
for the most stringent demands on the 6-Eddington method, namely small
optical depths, T* - .0282 and .282, a surface albedo of zero and a range
of solar zenith angles 1.0 > p > 0.2. All fluxes and flux differences are
given in units of the normal incidence solar incident flux at the top of the
aerosol layer, T - 0.
The total downward flux, computed using the 6-Eddington approximation,
is usually equal to that evaluated by the doubling method to two or three
significant digits. The same can be said for the diffuse upward and the net
fluxes. The net flux differences, which are proportional to the heating-
rates at any level, indicate a systematic error in the 6-Eddington method.
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For the smallest optical depth considered, .0282, it is -15 percent and
-11 percent for the upper and lower half of the aerosol layer respectively.
In the case of an optical depth ten times larger, namely .282, the same
errors are -22 percent and -7 percent respectively. The largest error among
those enumerated above, namely -22 percent in the upper half of the aerosol
layer with a total optical depth of .282, leads to an error in heating rate
of -.07CK dcy"1.
It is thus clear that the 6-Eddington method presentad in thlo study
is adequate for the calculation of monochromatic fluxes and heating rates
in an absorbing and scattering layer of aerosol.
We now treat the parameterization of the monochromatic h< ating In an
atmosphere containing absorbing and scattering aerosols embedded-in an
ambient Rayleigh-scatterlng atmosphere.
The scattering phase-function for the mixture of a Raylelgh-scattering
molecules with a Mie-scattering aerosol, may be expressed by & weighted sum
of the separate phase functions, see Delrmendjlan (1969).
. (h) . (h)
-
? (e) s
 /h) + .(h> pa(e) + rfeT7h) ve> 2-2*14
a m a m .
where: s is the scattering coefficient of the aerosol;
Q
s is the scattering coefficient of the molecules;
m
and: P(6), P(0) are the phase functions for the aerosol and molecules
a m
respectively.
The asymmetry factor of the mixture is:
~ _ a °a 2-2 ISg - —TT-T 77x . *-*,l.J
«/ . '"-- :.,"-- - -•:-, -* !v.. -i -
~t.. •«•
K Because:
= 0
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2-2,16
Consequently, ths amount of energy' scattered into the forvard peek is:
2
(h) 2-2,17a)
x(h)|
The albedo for single scattering of the composite toedturn is:
2-2,17b)
2-2,17c)
, Where u> is the albedo for single scattering of the aerosol. The
a
molecular scattering coefficient s is proportional to pressure:
(h) _ (o)
2-2,18
I <
The height profile of the aerosol extinction roefficiert may be approximated
by an exponential profile with a scale height H - 1.0 km for the case con-
sidered by Dave (1975).
exp {-h/Ha} 2-2,19
We now parameterize this composite atmosphere by evaluating a pressure-
weighted average albedo for single-scattering co and asymaetry-factor g :
s - g.
5
 - J «<h> ISi-dh / 'o ^ ' f o
x(h) P(o)
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2-2,20a)
2-2,20b)
These equations, were evaluated in the two spectral regions 0.3 ym <\< 0.8
'.' ' '
and O.'a ym <X< 2.5 ym. Only in the first region is this correction of the
' ; j
scattering parameters of importance.
i
Table 2-2 summarizes the results oi. this approximation for the scattering
\
parameter? for r mparison to Oave and Braalau's (1974) work. The molecular
scattering coefficient at the surface was taken to be .019 km
Table 2-2 The Effect of Molecular Scatteving on an
Aerosol Laden Atmosphere in Spectral Range
0.3 ym < X < 0.8 ym.
Aerosol Only
Dave Cl (1974)
- .096 km
- .910
- ."00
- .490
'
1
Aerosol •*• Molecule
g -
m
.978
.143
.021
The results of this comparison are shown in Table 2-3.
table 1-J- Coaparlaoa of t-lMlnttoa'Cimfatttlaa* with Tbo« of Om (1»74)
Solar Anglo .3 - .6 vm .8 - 2.5 urn .8 - 2.5 (B.inds)
o
0
15
10
60
to
0
60
0
80
0
"o
1
.966
.866
.500
.174
1
.174
1.
.174
1.
Het Flux
TOD
K«t Flux
Botton
_i^Lii
Het Flux
(«-»-»)
Het Flax
£.--«>
(a) Abaorptlnn. Surlacc Albedo - 0
-717.1
. -690.0
-610.8
-121.8
- 85.1
-715.8
-688.7
-6W.5
-64.8
-62.5
-56.0
-122.6 -11.9
- 84.5 -10.4
-6*. 7
-62.4
-55.9
-11.8
-10.1
O>) Absorption. Surface Albedo - .05
-686.5 -685.1
- 81.7 - 60.9
-47.4 j -47.2
- 9.3 1 - 9.7
(c) Absorption, Surface Albedo - .20
-592.0
- 70.6
-590.2
- 69.7
-il.8 -51.6
- ft J j - 8.6
(d) Reflection, ; urf . ie Albedo - 0
82.6 799. / .578 64.7
!«•". Flux
I T°P-J1 ("•« - )
-527
-509
-465
-261
- 91
-508.1
- 90.9
-525.6
- 91.0
0.
.fee Flux
BottOB
-147
-334
-304
-151
- 18
-141.0
- 37.0
-318.8
- 35.0
527.6
Total Absorption
Z
11
11
14
16
22
12
21
15
24
5.
Total Absorption (Dnve Cl!
1
11
11
14
17
24
14
21
15
25
Solar Angle .3 - .8 V* .8 - 2.1 inn .8 - 2.5(b/mds) Albedo
e
o
(degreea)
0
15
10
60
80
0
80
0
60
"o
I.
.966
.866
.500
.174
1.
.174
174
Flux Up Flux Dovn flux Up Flux Down Flux Up Flux Down Raylelgh
Top Tcp Top Top Top Top I
(w-o~ ) (v-™~ ) (W-B ) (w-» ) (w-a ) (v«~ )
IT) Reflection, Sirface Albedo —0
82.6
82.4
81.8
76.0
53.5
799.7
772.5
692.6
199.9
138.9
.278
.294
.336
.483
64.72
62.52
56.06
12.36
.776 11.24
(O Reflection. Surface Albedo - .05
111.2
57.1
799.7
138.9
1
17.3 164.7
1.9 111. 2
(g) Reflect ion, Sur face Albedo - .20
207.7
147.6
799.7
138.9
1.0
2.6
64.7
11.2
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
14.5
1.9
54.1
6.0
527.6
509.6
456.9
261.8
91.6
527.6
91.6
527.6
91.6
5
5
6
9
17
9
21
21
11
Present
X
6
6
7
10
22
10
25
20
12
Dave (Cl)
Z
5
5
6
9
21
a
23
19
10
. (..u^tsa .^tr
I
I
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Table 2-3(a) shows the results for three separate spectral
ranges .3 Mm <X< .8 Mm, .8 Vm <X< 2.5 ljm between the gaseous absorption bands
and .8 1-im <X< 2.5 ^m in the gaseous absorption bands. Spectrally averaged net
fluxes are expressed in units of watt/m , at the top of cur atmosphere and at
its bottom. From this set of data we calculate the total absorption in units
of the incident solar flux to be compared with the exact results of Dave. The -
gaseous abosrption was modelled by fitting a "best-fit" curve to the absorptivity
given by Dave (his Model B), as a function of the solar zenith angle. Ve used
the water-vapor profile given by Dave. The resulting equation for the combined
transmissivity of all absorbing gases in a Rayleigh scattering atmosphere
2
for water-v«por amounts up to 6 g/cm and for the whole solar spectrum, is
* 1/2
I - .94 exp { - .063 (—) }
o o
2-2,21
where
u*(hi-V- Jhl
is the "reduced" water-vapor mass between two altitudes when the sun is
at a zenltu angle --»s~ y . The transmitted intensity at a given height
is
« » - V o «
2-2,22
where the incident solar flux is that over the whole spectrum. This trans-
mission function is similar to many other empirical equations derived in the
literature, see e.g. Kondratiev (1972) -sxcept for being a transmlssivity for
the whole solar epectrum and the inclusion of the effect of Rcyleigh scattering 'J
,~-—»v ~*t—
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oo the absorption. It is Interesting that a square-root dependence is found,
even though we modelled the total absorption by all gases throughout the solar
spectrum by Just that of the water-vapor.
The last step in the epproximation of absorption by gases is the
assumption
Io (bands)uo (1 - ) - - T )
o .
2-2,23
or that the total energy, throughout the solar spectrum, absorbed by the
'•' '. !
gases may be thought of as being concentrated in the absorbing bands of
water-vapor at .8 yu £ X i 2.5 pro.
:
 \
The net fluxes in the water-vapor absorption bands are calculated
with-the help of Eq. 2-2,17 by using the following equations
F(top)- - 1 (bands )y [1 - T(^ )T(1.67u*)A]
bands ° ° ^o
F(bottom) - - I (bands) HQ T(J-) [1 - Aj
bands o
2-2,24a)
2-
where A is the surface albedo and I (bands) - .4255 I .
On comparing the last two columns in Table 2-3, (a), (b) end (c), it is
seen that atmospheric absorption is accurate enough to be used in a general
circulation model.
General circulation models also need fluxes at the top and bottom of
the atmosphere to determine energy balances. We therefore also compare
the reflection by tha aerosol-molecular atmosphere with that of the
:
i
}
]
I-
Ia
more exact results. The results are shown In parts (d),(e) and (f) of Table 2-3.
The application of this method yiel/3 albedos that are in good agreement
with those obtained from more accurate models as is shown in the last two
columns of Table 2-3 (d), (e) and (f).
The same ideas may be applied to the calculation of the downward flux
at the surface. A comparison of the 6-Eddington approximation to the "global"
flux at the surface with the "accurate" results is given in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4. The Downward Fluxes at the Surface in Units of p I - Comparison
with Dave and Braslau (1974) and Dave (1975).
Vo
1.000
.966
.866
.500
.174
1.000
.174
1.000
.174
A
0.0
0.05
0.25
Dave Results : Transmission at Surface
Direct Diffuse Total
.097
.099
.107
.152
.240
.100
.243
.112
.250
.723
.717
.698
.587
.313
.723
.313
.723
.313
.819
.316
.806
.739
.554
.823
.556
.835
.563
Present Corrected
Total Down
.810
.807
.803
.730
.551
.811
.552
.863
.544
The comparisons of our computations with mere exact computation shown
in Tables 2-2, 3 and 4 indicate that it is possible to describe the effect of
aerosol on the solar heating rate of a clear atmosphere in a way that is
simple, fast and with a predictable systematic error not larger then a few
percent. - -• -
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We now address ourselves to other physical errors in computing heating
rates in an atmosphere containing a mixture of absorbers and scatterers
throughout the solar npectrum. We defined three spectral intervals
.3 ym < X < -.Bum, .8 ym < X < 2.5 ym between bands, and .8 yo < X < 2.5
in bands, and averaged the effect of the Rayleigh atmosphere.
The division into two main spectral regions does not result in large
errors, see Joseph (1966), (197ia),Lacis and Hanson (1974), and Dave (1975).
,The neglect of ozone in the troposphere is not serious. The vertical optical
, depth of ozone at X=0.6 ym, the center of the Chappuis band is of the order of
1
/ .04 for normal ozone amounts (.384 atm-cm) and more than 90 percent of the
I ,' «'
ozone is' above 1C km. | The effect of ozone in the stratosphere on tropospheric
• '•' i| fluxes may be modelled(by decreasing the solar flux at the tropopause by the
I • !
ozone transmission, see Joseph (1966).
Molecular scattering in the spectral region 0.8 ym < X < 2.5 ym can be
neglected because it is insignificant. The fact that we do not account for
\
absorbers other than water-vapor in this latter spectral region does not lead
to large errors, e.g. Figure 8 of Braslau and Dave (1973) and Table 2-3.
The neglect of the over-lap of the water-vapor and aerosol spectral
characteristics in the spectral region .8 ym < X < 2.5 ym will lead to errors
of about 2? in the heating-rate. The error is due to the over-lap in the
wings of fie water-vapor bands and is small because there is little solar
energy in this optical range.
The heating rate is evaluated directly through the use of
7T
The calculations of the heating-rate have been made by using an "average
A
optical depth, weighted by the solar spectrum, IQ (X) ,
.8ym
t •
.3ym
t(X) IQ(X)dX I (X)dXo
In the range 0.3 vim < X < .8 yo. and
t » !0(X)dX 2-2,27 b)
where the AX are all spectral intervals in the solar spectrum between .8 and
2.5 ym where there is no gaseous absorption. (.80-.88, 1.00-1.10, 1.18-1.28,
1.52-1.68 urn).
Models of the general circulation are Insensitive to errors in the
heating-rates wh*ch are less than .5°K -day , Washington (1974). The
error in our approach is acceptable whereas the additional time required
to rigorously compute the heating-rate in an atmosphere with two mixed
scatterers would not permit the inclusion of aerosols in a model of the
general circulation
2-3 The Atmospheric Heating Rate Models in the Solar Spectral Range for
Application to G.C.M.'s and Climate Models.
The technique outlined in the previous section has been applied to
models of the desert aerosol over land and over sea.
The optical characteristics at the surface are shown for a "normal"
desert aerosol in Table 2-5 es used in our model.
!/'
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Table 2-5. Optical Characteristics of "NORMAL" Desert Aerosols
A » A /V
I - 1392 w/m , Solar Constant (61 /I ) in percent,
o o o
AA [urn]
ea(0) [km*1]
U)
g
<SI/I (t)
.3-. 4
.230
.934
.670
7.8
.4-. 5
.210
.938
.670
14.4
.196
.970
.670
13.8
.175
.975
.670
11.8
.155
.976
.670
9.6
3- 8
.193
.970
.670
57.4
8-2 5
.055
.920
.670
42.6
Several model distributions with height of the desert aerosol were
used and these are shown in Table 2-6.
Table 2-6: Desert Aerosol Distributions as a Function Height
Bottom
Ikm]
0
0
2
Top
[km}
7.3
7.3
5
Scale Heigl.t
[tej
1.31
2. 8
CO
Notes
Overland - Normal
Overland - Dust Storm, Khamsin
Over Ocean; 6 (h) - const
a
*This distribution is required as input for G.C.H.s; however, lidar
parameters are computed from the overland normal nodel only.
-'
The inclusion of the effect of Rayleigh scattering on the heating rates
over land is similar to that applied to the aerosol model Cl of Dave.
The results are shown in Table 2-7 (a) for 0.3ua<X<0.8)in
and should be compared to those in Table 2-5.
Table 2-7: Optical Characteristics of Atmosphere Containing Desert Aerosol
(a) Overland
a . m
CJ • .
g
Light (BF - .1)
) .038
.987
.176
Normal (BF - 1.)
.211
.974
.491
Heavy (BF - 10.)
1.949
.970
.645
(b) Over sea
(In layer)
ea + em (km
5 ji /i
) ,.031
;.98i
[.098
.205
.972
.153
1.942
.970
.162
Note that BF IB 'defined In section l-2g) .
I
The analysis of the desert aerosol aloft, in a layer between
\
2 and 5 km, involves the same averaging technique as before, but applied
only in the layer itself. The results are shown in Table 2- 7 (b) .
The more difficult problem is the adaptation of the boundary conditions, in
the 6-Eddington solution necessary to take into account the existence of
Rayleigh scattering above and below the aerosol layer. This is handled in
the following way:
The downward flux of solar radiation at the top of the aerosol layer at
5 km is modelled by
cro
-T (5)/u
-.07/v
[e
-1.66T (5)
2-3.1
.05]
where the solar flux incident on the stmosphere is decreased by the direct trans-
-T (5)/y
mission, e m , and enhanced by the diffuse transmission,
through a Rayleigh atmosphere down to 5 fan.
1 - e-1.66T (5)
-•!
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The lower boundary condition, now applied at 2 km, has to take into
account the existence of the Rayleigh scattering between 0 and 2 Ion. The
upward flux at 2 km is approximated by
AT (0,2)
Ft (2) 2 [wolo exp(-T'(2,5)/Uo) {exp( -- jj—^ — +
-1.66&Tm(0.2)
-1.66AT (0,2) -1.66AT (0,2)
. m , , m
*—, )] • A • {1"t'e , i
j i
-)} 2-3.2
w£
- - 1
• I
I
I
where 1 , 1 (2) and I,(2) Include the corrected upper boundary condition
C O J .
(Equation 2-3-1) and Atm(0,2) is the spectrally averaged vertical optical depth
of the Rayleigh jitrcosphere between the surface and 2 km, namely .03, A is the
surface albedo. An analysis of the first two expressions in curly brackets,
involving At , shows that one may equate the two with an error of less than
.03, and express the 1-ver boundary condition by
Ft(2) - F4-(2) (.975)2A . 2-3.3
effective ~ " *
where FH2) is the downward flux at 2 km.
2-4 Results - Desert Aerosol Over Land
Atmospheric solar heating zates due to desert aerosols were evaluated
as a function of height for various values of the solar zenith angle, and
the surface albedo in aach of the two spectral ranges (.3 um < A < .8 \im,
.8 pm < A < 2.5 ym). The height increments were 0.5 km and 1.0 km. The
heating duo t« water-vapor in the same tropical atmosphere was also available,
as was the total hc.iting.
We shall only present a few examples of our results:
Figure 2-1 compares the Beating rates due to aeirosol in the aoler spectrum with
that due to water-vapor. The atmospheric profiles of temperature and humidity
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Figure 2-1. Comparison of solar heating rate due to aerosols with that
due to absorption by water vapor in the interval 0.3 ym < A < 2.5 urn.
Water vapor absorption function is frum Kondratiev (1972). Numbers
identify the total optical thickness, T*. Surface albedo, A - .15,
M - .6, H - 1.3 kia.
o a
are taken from Peterson (1968) and they are typical for a desert atmosphere
over India. Increasing total amounts of desert aerosols are indicated by
the optical depth, T*, at the surface. The curve marked t* « .395 is for an
average amount of desert aerosol in a clear atmosphere. The average amount/
of desert aerosol leads to a heating tnat is about one half of that due to
water-vapor at the surface and decreases with height due to the aerosol
scale height, namely H = 1.3 km, vhich is for the desert aerosol over the
a
Indian desert. A dense desert aerosol may have a vertical optical depth
larger than one. The curve marked T* = 3.95 illustrates probably the ex-
treme effect of a desert aerosol. In the lower troposphere, the heating
due to this amount of aerosol is much larger than that due to water-vapor
and a peak in the heating rate develops aloft.
..
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?.-5 Desert Aerosol Layer Aloft In a Moist Tropical Atmosphere over the Ocean.
A layer of desert aerosol between about 2 and 5 km over the tropical
Atlantic Ocean may significantly affect the transfer of solar radiation, the
heating-rate profile, and the stability of the atmosphere. We have therefore
modelled the effect of a desert aerosol layer aloft over the ocean. As an
example of our results we show here in Figure 2-2 the results for a thin
(BF = .1) and a normal (BF = 1.0) desert aerosol. The optically thin model/
- • . . .
aerosol, with an optical depth at X *> .5 ^ m of 0.06 has a constant mass-
concentration of 30 pg/m in the .Layer. For a normal desert aerosol, these
' ! '
I ,' !quantities'should be multiplied by a factor of 10. The ambient tropical
.. !i ' |
 2
atmosphere has a water content of 3.57 g/cm and a mixing-ratio at the sur-
face of ,016 g/g. ;
It is seen that a thin desert aerosol layer aloft has only a minimal
effect on the solar heating rate. A n-jrmal (BF = 1) desert aerosol increases
the heating in the layer by more than . 5"K day a't its bottom aid by
.8?JK day at its top. This is a very large change in heating, i.'hich will
strongly affect atmospheric stability.
In Figure 2-2 Part (b)we compare our theoretical increase in solar heating
due to the aerosol over an ocean with the difference between measured and
calculated clear-air solar heating rates, as given by Reynolds et al (1973).
Unfortunately, the measured data liave a large scatter, and comparison of
individual days is difficult. The comparison with our results shows that
in the aerosol layer, the theoretical differences between the effect of
layers containing 30, and a 300 yg/m cover the measured differences
3
(90 to 160 pg/u ). It is seen that the experimental differences reach a
maximum near 3 km where the presence of aerosol is usually detected. The
difference below 2 km is near zero and in the lowest kilometers chere is
another relative maximum, which might be due to marine haze or sea-spray.
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Figure 2-2. Solar heatin? profile for desert aerosol aloft over the ocean.
( • *• ) Computed BF = 0.1;T(2) = .06, mass concentration 30 ug/m BF = 1.0,
T(2) = .58, mass concentration 300 Wg/m ( ). Tropical atmosphere
[McClatchey et al. (1971)], A = 0.05, P •* 0.6. Part b: Difference between
heating in Dusty and Clear Atmospheres. Mean of eight observed profiles,
RMS eiror i 0.5°K day"1 ( ).
it thus seums that a desert aerosol aloft over the ocean may signifi-
cantly affect the distribution of solar heating.
2-6 The Toral Daily Solar Radiative Heating Over a Desert
The total daily solar heating over a desert is a quantity of interest
for a model of desert climate or of the role of the desert in the general
circulation of the atmosphere,
We modelled this quantity by integrating tne solar heating of
a typical desert over the hour angle of the sun for the case of a desert
aerosol with a scale-height of 2.8 km distributed up to 400 mb in a clear
atmosphere. The surface albedo was A » .25.
The results are shown in Table 2-8 for the dust, the water-vapor and
for their sum for three different amounts (BF » .1, 1.0, 10.O).
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For a thin layer(BF - .1), the heating due to water is dominant. A
normal desert aerosol (BF - 1.0) will add approximately 50 percent of the
heating due to water up to a height of three kilometers and be slightly
less significant at higher levels. The very dense aerosol case described by
BF - 10. will more than triple solar heating.
. -. ...... — ..— . -
Tab
L"2°]ht MeatinriB
(km)\ Rate/
0
.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
' 3.0
3.3
!i.<)
4.5
3.C
5.5
.63
.60
.57
.54
.52
.49
.47
.45
.43
.41
.39
.37
0.0 .35
6.5 .34
/.O .^2
7.5 .30
8.0 .2}
le 2-8 . The Daily Solar Heating Rate Over a Desert (°K day )
Aerosol Heating Rate
F - il BF - 1.0 - BF - 10.
.04
.03
.03
.02
.02
.02
.02
.01
.01
.01
.01
.33
.28
.26
.23
.20
.18
.16
.14
.13
.11
.10
.09
.08
.07
.UG
.06
1
8.5 .22
9.0 .14
.05
.04
1.65
1.22
1.73
1.68
1.61
1.52
1.42
1.30
1.20
1.09
.98
.88
.79
.70
. bl< ii
.57
.50
i
.45
.04 .40 |i i
TOTAL (Bl'-.l) TOTAL (BF-1.0) TOTAL (BF-10.)
.67 .96 2.28
.63 .88 1.82
.60 .83 2.40
.56 .77 2.22
.54 .72 2.13
.51 .67 2.01
.49 .6} 1.89
.46 .59 1.75
.44 .56 1.63
.42 .52 1.50
.40 .49 1.37
.37 .46 1.25
.35 .43 1.14
.34 .41 1.04
; .32 .38 .95
.30 .36 .87
.27 .32 .77
.22 .26 .67
1 .14 .18 .54
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2-7 Heating Rates in the Thermal Infra-red Spectrum
2-7-a) Introduction
The calculation of heating rates in an absorbing, scattering and
emitting atmosphere in the thermal infra-red poses some problems to the
I modeller. The main problem is that spectral fluxes and heating rates
• must be integrated over spectral regions in which the albedo for single
; i i
- scattering varies markedly, see Sargent and Becknmn (1973) and War.g and Domoto
,'
 !> l-(1974).f! Furthermore,' the sources of radiation are both inside and outside of
' '' fi the medium. An additional consideration is that the treatment of the fluxes
' i
and heating-rate should be as close as possible to that accorded to absorbing
gases, in order to avail one-self of the techniques developed over the years
for treating the transmission of black-body radiation through the atmosphere.
\
Our aim i'. this section is to develop a method of calculation that is adequate
for use in a numerical model of the general circulation.
2-7-b) The Radiative Transfer Equation in the Thermal Infra-red Spectrum
The complete monochromatic radiative transfer equation in the thermal
infra-red is
dljr (T. y, <j>) - I (T, y, <J>) - (1 - W(C))B(T)
4lT
P(y, <J>;u', (|>'):':(T, y1, 2-7,1
47T
where all parameters have the usual meaning ai d B is the local Planck source
function.
The phase-function for aerosols in the thermal infra-red is somewhat
peaked with an asymmetry factor .2 < g < .6, see Peterson & Wel->nan (.1969),
Deirmendjian (1969), and Sargeant & Beckman (1973). We shall again reduce the
/
problem to a more ieotropic scattering case by removing the forward peak from
the phase function in the manner described in section 2-2.
The radiative transfer equation is thus reduced to:
Hi f
~ 4ir J
N
 4ir-
2-7,2
where the albedo fcr single scattering and optical depth are redefined by
Eqs. 2-2,4, and 2-2,7.
Table 2-9 shows typical values of the parameters u1 and T* for three amounts
of aerosol at X - 8 Um and 11 ym.
Table 2- 9. Typical Values of the Reduced Optical Depth and Albedo for Single
Scattering in a Humid Tropical Atmosphere
("top" of aerosol 400 km, scale height: 2. 8 km)
Pressure
(nib)
1000
920
840
760
680
600
520
440
Light Light
X~8jjm X-llMm
Tf (i)' T1 0)'
1.25 .004 .78 .004
.63 .005 .41 .005
.31 .009 .21 .0070
.15 .014 .11 .010
.07 .024 .05 .016
.03 .042 .02 .026
.01 .074 .01 .043
.004 .132 .004 .072
Normal Normal
X«8pm X-llym
T1 u' T' U)1
1.47 .040 .90 .033
.80 .051 .50 .042
.43 .081 .28 .063
.23 .122 .15 .089
.12 .189 .08 .130
.06 .282 .04 .184
.02 .400 .02 .253
.01 .525 .060 .334
Heavy Heavy
X» 8pm J.lMm
T1 u' Tf u'
3.13 .273 1.92 .216
2.04 .323 1.27 .250
1.27 .42 .83 .311
.80 .509 .54 .366
.49 .597 .34 .420
.28 .666 .20 .464
.14 .716 .10 .498
.04 .748 .03 .523
Representative values for g' in the truncated phase fuuction of the
desert aerosol in the 8 Mm < X < 12 Mm spectral "window" region are given
in Table 2-10.
a.--^ -^.**—-•%-j>-.Tfa,
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Table 2-10. Values of the Asymmetry Factor in the Infra-red Spectrum
V;'J
- 3
AA(um) 8.00 8.40 8.60 8.80 9.00 9.20 9.40 9.50 10.00 11.30 12.10 12.50
.40 .16 .09 .04 .06 .06 .10 .12 .15 .27 .49 .17
It may be inferred, from the material in Table 2-10 that the truncated
phase functions are nearly isotropic.
Sargeant and Beckman (1973) found that the heating rate, even at the
surface, was in error by less than .1 out of 1.9°K day if they assumed
isotropic scattering. Their error decreased strongly in relative value
with height for a quartz aerosol over the Indian desert.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the truncated phase function
is isotropic, i.e. g1 - 0. The aerosol is assumed here to be optically
active only in the 8 - 12.5 ym region. Outside of this region, u>f = 0.
2-7-c) Solution of the Radiative Transfer Equation
The solution to Eq. 2-7,2 may be separated Into two parts - one for the
emit'.ed intensity, I , and one for that scattered, I . Thus
I - I
dl
dt1
dl
For later reference let us also define
dl
»5*".-»
2-7,3a)
2-7,3b)
2-7,3c)
2-7,3d)
• I /
•^Tlll^ Il'.
where
VT'.»>-i P(y, u')I<T', u')djj' 2-7,3e)
-1
and IQ - !e <«• = 0) 2.7>3f)
The solutions to Eq. 2-7,3b) and 2-7,3d) are immediate, however the equation
for the scattered intensity must be solved by an iterative process or by
other numerical methods.
-| I . Ve have chosen to approximate the n-th order or scattering in the
s '
5 .' following way !(
t [
/ j I !(T'.e) = a)|DI (T',9) 2-7.A1
 ,! an e
where I (T',6) is the incident emitted intensity at level T' from direction 6,
Then the total scattered intensity is set equal to
CO
I (T',6) - I u'nl (t'.O) 2 I ^T'>6^ 2-7.5
8
 n-0 e e 1-oj1
The equation of transfer for the scattered intensity thus becomes
-1
where JQ(T') =|! Ie(T',y')du' 2-7.7
-1
The solutions for the upward, If, and downward, I 4-, scattered intensities
r
 (.i/t»}
- j ajy-,
— • * •—»-—•»•»• w v^>^ »^*<-*^ j^w^ ^ AITc
2-7.8a
j I8(T'.-y) - J *^| JQ(t')e fi, 2-7.8b
./
o
• > . . - ,
fi
The corresponding fluxes are
FS(T') - 2n
*T
J^tLL j <t')E,(t'-r')dt'
i.ltrtt1) ° 2
2-7.8c
F*(t')8
1
i!Lii
i l-u?(
J <t ' )E(T ' - t ' )d t ' 2-7.8d
The net flux
FQ(T') -
The function J may be expressed
o
2J (-v1) - B(T') E-(T'-T') + J(t')E (jt'-T'i)dt + J(f
o * / •
T1 O
2-7.9
where J(t') - (l-o1(t'))B(t')
The numerical treatment of J (T') is accomplished in the following
manner:
The main contribution to the integral is from the layers very close to
* itself, due both to the variation in J(T) and of E.(t-T). The function J(T)
varies much more slowly with distance from T than E (t-T). We shell therefore
approximate the integrals in J (T) by putting J(t) equal to J(T) and removing
it from underneath the integral sign. Making use of the relations
-6xdE2(x)
dx B 6e - 1.67, the diffusivity
45
factor, one then gets for JQ(T) ,
B 6 -6(T'-T«) .
J0(T) « -2~e „• + (1-J(T'))B(T')[1 - | (e )] 2-7.10
The first term represents the surface intensity B , singly scattered,
reaching level T, the second represents the intensities reaching level T
from the atmosphere below and above level T, respectively.
2-7-d) Simple Approximation to the Scattering Term
An even simpler approximation to the scattering source function term,
i '.
w'J (T*),:may be based on an analysis of the ratio, R, between the scattering
; ° j j
,'source function term, and the source function for emission, (1 - u)1 (T'))B(T').
I i
where: ;' ;'
I ' ' * *
1
R(T') - U1
-<sr-r' _
^
B
(-5-
On substituting representative values for the parameters,
T*'*3
.8
.5B < B(T') < B ,
one finds that
R(T') - g(T')u)'(T')
where
.8 < g(T') < 2.3
and g(t') is a function of .T1 that may be empirically determined.
The complete equation of transfer may be approximated by
-7.11
',P> " (1 - g(T'MT)) (1 - U)'(T'))B(T') 2-7.12
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2-7-e) The Integrations with Respect tc Height and Wave-Number
Several schemes were tested for use in the integration with reapect to
I
height. It was found that an integration in the optical depth, T, in 26 steps
of equal intervals using Simpson's rule gave numerical accuracies of the order
of .1 percent in the fluxes. The fluxes were then interpolated parabolically
in order to arrive at values for the fluxes at fixed pleasures from the surface
in 40 mb steps.
The spectral cooling rates at wave number,v,are evaluated by use of the
following equation
.
 8.64
4* 3F
—1 2-7.13
-1
The flux divergences are computed numerically.
The integration over the spectrum between 800 and 1250 cm J", the spectral
region where we introduce the desert aerosol, is done numerically using the
trapezoidal rule. The results of this integration are then added to those of
the non-gaseous atmosphere in other spectral ranges, to obtain the total
heating rate.
2-7-f) Comparison of Infra-red Heating Rates with Previous Computations
We now test our approach by comparing our fluxes and heating-rates
for a quartz aerosol to those found by Sargeant and Beckman (1973). The
latter evaluated theoretically the i.r. heating due to a quartz aerosol
embedded in a tropical desert atmosphere over Rajasthan, Iiidia. Temperature,
humidity and aerosol profiles were all measured by Peterson (1968) on April
24, 1966 over New Delhi as was the total mass.
i /
I:!-
The comparison is shown for the heating rates in Figure 2-3. The differ-
ence In the heating rates for the clear atmosphere betveen the previous and
present results is due almost entirely to the different models for spectral
gaceous absorption used. In the previous study of the effect of quartz
Aerosols it was assumed that in regions of weak gaseous absorption, one could
neglect the latter compared to the effect of the quartz aerosol. A comparison
of the aerosol and gas optical depths as given in Table 2-11, shows that one
should not neglect the gaseous absorption in the "window" regions.
In the present study, we did not neglect the gaseous absorption and most
importantly took into account the so-called e-type absorption, supposedly due
to diners, see Cox(1973). This leads to an increase in cooling near the
surface and to the relative maximum between 950 and 850 mb. This change in
the heating-rate profile is also reflected in the heating of our dusty atmo-
sphere. The relative minimuir in the cooling near 800 mb in the dot-dashed
curve is due in part to the rapid decay of the effect of e-type absorption
of the water-vapor and in part to the presence of the aerosol. The profile
of the composite albedo for single-scattering is very different from that
of the aerosol alone which is constant with height. These are the reasons
that the previous authors could not reproduce this behavior of the heating
rate profile, which is shown by the profiles measured by Bryson et. al.(196A),
Peterson (1968), and by de Luisi (1975).
At the higher levels, where the effect of water-vapor aboarption is
small, our results over-lap those of Sargeant and Beckman and both merge
with the cooling of a clear atmosphere above 400 mb.
When we neglect the gaseous absorptions in the 8.0 ym < A < 12.5 urn
region, we get for quartz a curve (dashed in Fig-ure 2-3), which is very
close to that of cne previous study. This shows that under the same assump-
tions, our method gives the same result as that ci Sargeant and Beckmar..
n
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Figure"2-3 Comparison of aerosols on theirmal infra-red heating rates found
by Sargeant and Eickman (1973). ( ) gaseous absorbers only. (• • •) gas-
eous absorption, with e-type water vapor absorption. ( ) quartz froa
Sargeant and Beckman. (—— — ) quartz present: analyoia, no gaaeoua absorp-
tion for 8.0 pn < X < 12.5 P«Q(— •—) depen* aerosol: BF - 1.
Table 2-11. The Optical Daptn/i at the Surface of a "Normal" Atsoaphar*
Containing Desert Aerosols and of the Gaaeoua Abeorbara.
Wavele^th Aaroaol
8.0
8.6
8.8
9.2
9.4
9.6
9.8
10.2
10.8
11.4
11.6
12.0
.34
.29
.32
.29
.28
.30
.28
.22
.17
.15
.12
.11
.38
.30
.28
.24
.25
.27
.29
.24
.26
.28
.29
.31
U-'
The remaining smaller differences between the two models for quartz are
due to our different treatment of the forward peak. The previous study as-
signed the area under the phase-function between cosO •» .75 and coaO - 1 to
the forward peak, while we used g for this area. The areas at a wavelength
of 10 M<D are .40 in the present case and .46 previously. Secondly, we
assign a best-fit scale height H -2.8 kilometers and a cut-off at 400 mb
to the height-distribution instead of the actual distribution. Thirdly, we
assume that the aerosol effect may be neglected outside of the spectral
window of water-vapor between 8.0 ym S X < 12.5 urn.
In summary then it may be said that our method of computation compares
well with the previously described method when applied to the same data.
2-7-g) Infra-red Heating Rates *n a Desert Aerosol Layer Aloft Over the Oceaa
We have modelled the effect on thermal infra-red heating rates of a
desert aerosol overlying a tropical ocean in a layer between 2-5 km. This
is close to the situation existing from late spring to late summer over the
tropical Atlantic Ocean. The amounts or masses cf aerosol that we Imv"?. used
are close to those which have been observed for the light and noizral cases
(BF " .1 - 30 Mg/m3 6 (.5 Mm) - .019; BF - 1. - 299 Mg/m3. 3 (.3 MO) - .193)
a a
in the Western Atlantic. The heavy desert dust (BF « 10.) may occasionally
be found over the eastern tropical Atlantic off the coast of Africa. The
heating rates caused by this latter aerosol constitute an upper limit on
the possible effects of the desert aerosol.
Figure 2-4 shows the location of the layer between 2 and 5 km. The
full line and the dotted line show the cooling in a clear tropical atmosphere
with and without e-type absorption, showing the possible importance of
this effect in the lowest 200 mb of this humid atmosphere. A thin aerosol
50 . -3
(BF • .1) will reduce cooling by about .1 to .2*K day below the aerosol
layer and in its lower part, and by about the same amount of additional cooling
in the upper-part of the layer. The normal case (BF « 1.) will reduce cooling
up to 1°K day" below 750 mb and increase it up to .75°K day in the upper
levels of the dust layer. A heavy dust fall (BF - 10) will have a very large
effect on the heating rate, leading to strong heating around 800 nib and large
cooling in the upper part of the dust layer.
In every case, the resulting cooling profile would lead to a
stabilization.
-«•• - 4 • » • * - ! O ' l t » « » • T O
Ht*TI*« NATC P« «•*•"*)
Figure 2-4 Infra-red heating rates for an aerosol cloud over the ocean
Desert aerosol aloft between 2 and 5 km indicated by shading. Tropical
atmosphere, McClatchey (1971). ( ) gaseous absorbers only. (•••) gas-
eous absorbers only without e-type absorption for water vapor. (—••••—)
BF - 0.1 light desert aerosol. ( ). BF - 1.0 normal desert aerosol.
( ) BF • 10 heavy desert aerosol.
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2-8 The Total, Solar and Infra-red, Heating Ratea
Combining the considerations presented in sections 2-6 and 2-7 yields
the total heating rate due to solar and infra-red radiation. These computa-
tions are applied to vertical aeroscl distributions described by the parameters
cited in Table 2-6.
2-8-a) Desert Aerosol Over Land
; Figure 2-5 shows tha total daily heating, evaluated for three
amounts (BF » .1, 1., 10.) of desert aerosol over New Delhi using the
i •
atmospheric jand aerosol profiles for April 24, 1966 measured in the evening
i .i ' i
by Peterson, j(1968), and for a surface albedo of .25. Most of the effect of
i ." i
the aerosol is to be found in the lowest 3 kms of the atmosphere in the
•< , i
i
case cf a light and a normal desert aerosol. The main result of the presence
of a light aerosol is an increase in cooling between 2 and 3 kn of the order
of .5°K day . A normal aerosol will strongly reduce the cooling between
.5 and 3 kms by 1.5'K day .and slightly increase it by .25eK day near the
surface. A very large amount of dust will lead to strongly increased cooling
near the surface, strong heating between 1 and 4 kms and reduced cooling all
the way to 10 'ins, leading to a stabilization process.
The average cooling per day for the atmospheric column between 0-10 kn
is -1.68°K day in the clear atmosphere and -1.86, -1.41 and -.18°K day
for the case of a light, a normal and a heavy aerosol, respectively. The
results show that it is dangertMS to make generalized predictions about the
effect of aerosols on atmospheric heating. One must take into account not
only the surface albedo and the amount of aerosol, but also its vertical
distribution and the amounts of the absorbing gases.
I/
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Figure 2-5 Total daily heating rate profile over a desert. New Delhi. April 24 1966
A - 0.25, Ha - 2.8 k. (—) Clear atmosphere. (-..) BF - 0.1, light aerosol (—)
BF - 1.0, normal aerosol. ( )
 BF - 10, heavy aerosol.
2-8-b) Desert Aerosol Over Ocean
Figure 2-6 shows the results of similar Calculations for the
case of a desert aerosol aloft between 2 and 5 kms overlying a tropical ocean
with a surface albedo of .05. Again, the effect of a light (BF - .1) aerosol
is small (.15 - 2°K day ) but systematic. A normal desert aerosol has a
much larger effect. The daily cooling is reduced by ,5°K day in the lowest
km, there is an actual heating of .9°K day at the bottom of the aerosol
layer and a broad increase of cooling of about .4°K day' in the upper part
of the aerosol layer.
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The daily cooling from the ocean surface to the bottom of the aerosol
layer is -1.45°K -lay in the clear case, -1.36*K day" for a light aerosol
and -.78"1C day for the normal case. Inside the duat layer itself, the
change in cooling is small -.91, -.83, -.89'K day" for the light, normal
and heavy aerosol loads respectively. The important effect thus seems to
be the reduction in cooling below the dust layer and in the latter'a lover
part.
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Figure 2-6 Total daily heating rate profile over the
ocean. AT. aerosol layer becweer. 2 and 5 km is designated
by shading <••••) cleac atmosphere, ( ) Rr - 0.1 light
aerosol. ( ) BF = 1.0 "normal aerosol.
It is of great interest to measure the aerosol concentration in those
regions of the atmosphere where one might expect heating rates that are
different by .5°K day from those of the clear atmosphere. Such measure-
ments can in p/inciple be achieved by a Shuttle-borne litlar.
7
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3-0 Sensitivity Requirements for the Determination of Desert Aerosols from a
Shuttle-borne L<dar
We will address ourselves to the determination of the accuracy with which
the aerosol extinction coefficient must be measured and the vertical resolution
with which such measurements must be determined. It may be recalled from the
discussion in section 2-1, b) that G.C.K.s are insensitive to heating rate
perturbations less than 0.5°K day . The aerosol concentration oust there-
fore be determined so that the computed heating rate profiles are defined
within those tolerances. The Shuttle-borne lidar will measure profiles of the
aerosol extinction coefficient; we assume that -such measurement? are obtained
at A - 0.5 ym and that these profiles are uniquely related to aerosol con-
centration as predicted by the aerosol model defined In Ch. 1.
The aerosol extinction at A « 0.5 pm and the accuracy required to stay
within the heating rate tolerances were computed as a function of altitude*.
Although 0.5'K day~ is a tolerable heating rate uncertainty for a G.C.M.,
we also present results for 0.2°K day perturbation. We will show in Ch. A
that the p >sent state of technology can yield extinction coefficient profiles
which are consistent with heating races defined within 0.5°K day . The
advance of technology may render it feasible to define heating rates within
0.2°K day by the time that the Shuttle is launched; the corresponding
extinction coefficients are therefore also presented for that case.
Calculated heating rate profiles are presented as a function of altitude
for various aerosol models characterized by parameters cited in Table 2-5.
Results are presented for aerosol profiles characterized by scaling factors
BF - 0, 0.1, 1, 5 and 10. It Is noteworthy that BF • 1 and 5 are similar to
the clear and hazy tropics! model atmospheres of McClatchey et al. (1971).
&
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These models yield visible ranges at the surface of 22 and A.5 km. respectively. ]
!'Although results for total and solar heating rates are presented for various |
aerosol models in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, the analysis of Ch. 4 will be confined •
i
to the BF - 1 and 5 cases. |
We carried out another test in order to determine whether a resolution j
of 1 km in the determination of the extinction coefficient will change the !
atmospheric heating rate, by more than .2°K day. An example of our results I
is shown in Fig. 3-1. Part (a) of the Figure shows the heating rates in the ;
solar visible spectrum (.3 |jm < A < .8 pm) for the case? of a light, a normal .j
land a heavy desert aerosol (EF - .1, 1 and 10 respectively). Part (b) of the |
same Figure shows the error in degrees per day when the average heating rate I
in successive layers of 1 km thickness is applied at the center of each layer. ?
The error, as typified by the difference between the average heating rate in f
a one km layer and che actual heating rate at the mid-point of the layer, is >
larger than 2 percent only very near to the surface for a normal and a heavy
desert aerosol. The largest absolute value of the error is only .05S°K day .
j
It seems therefore that a resolution of one km in the lidar measurements is j
adequate for the determination of the extinction coefficient with an accuracy I '
i
that is required by the G.C.M.s. j *
;i
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Table 3-l-a) Ch*n|tr in B «t > • 0.5 t«* to Produce • Chang* of .2*K day
In Total Dolly Kent I OR In a t>i*cy Ateoaphcra
-1
Heijtlt
0
I
I
3
4
3
4
«F - 0
at
- .87
• 1.4(1
- .98
• .48
• .53
- .66
- .90
"a
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
IM.I
.19
.20
.01
.10
.05
.07
.04
BF - .1
31
at
- .8]
-1.31
-1.25
- .48
- .5f
- .62
- .89
8.
.020
.014
.009
.007
.005
.003
.002
IM.I
.05
.14
.01
.06
.05
.03
.02
BF - 1 1
3T
at
-1.09
- .57
- .03
- .63
- .70
- .63
- .82
"a
.19
.14
.09
.07
.05
.03
.02
|M.|
.08
.06
.02
.06
.04
.03
.03
I
BF - 3
)t
at
-*.ss
- .37
+1.73
t .33
- .30
- .33
- .68
«.
.97
.70
.45
.33
.13
.10
.08
l«.l
.13
.43
.09
.13
.03
.11
.03
IF - 10
3t
-6.03
- .21
*2.S3
f .74
> .32
• .12
- .36
•a
1.91
1.33
.94
.66
.46
.33
.23
IM.I
1.93
.89
.19
.17
.14
.20
.14
*t«oa: (UK Delhi April 24, 1966
Surfaca Albedo - .25
Sole HMght of D«>crt Aeroiol H. - 2.8 ka
Top of Aftrosol Layer ml 400 nb or 6.7 ka
T«blt 3-1-b) Chongt In 6 at X - 0.5 Un to Product a Change of .3*1 day
In Total Daily Heating in a Duaty Atvosphar*.
-I
Height
(lull
0
1
2
1
4
5
6
«F - 0
3T
3c
- .87
-1.48
- .»«
- .48
- .5.
- .66
- .90
"a
0
0
0
0
0
o
IMJ
.22
.C4
.C4
.i9
.:•>
.20
0 2.90
BT - .1
3T
9t
- .SI
-1.31
-1.25
.48
- .;:
- .6;
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Tablet 3-2**) Cliaiiito In fl at A - 0..* ^m to 1'icxlucr • Chmigc of .2*K day
in Soltu HCAtinf ; In • IXmty Atmosphere.
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Heating Rate (°K day'1)
•mat-m oa atmtM coat
Error (°K day"1)
Figure 3-1: (a) Heating rates due to desert aerosol
in the solar spectral region .3 - .8 yra. T* <= .031 -
BF - .1; T* - .305 - BF - 1.0; T* = 3.052 - BF •= 10.
Surface albedo * .25; Cosine of solar zenith angle - .6;
Aerosol Scale Height - 2.8 km.
(b) Difference between heating-rates
averaged over layers of 1 km thickness and the heating
rates at the mid-point of the layer in degrees per day. \\
. K,
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4-0 Lidar Methods to Measure Aerosol Profiles - Introduction
The criteria required to define the spatial distributions of tropo-
spheric aerosols for input into atmospheric general circulation models were
identified in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. We will now describe several schemes in
which lidar configurations are used to measure the spatial distribution of
aerosol optical depth. Error analyses and model atmospheric calculations
are presented in an effort to ascertain whether these schemes can provide
spatial distributions of aerosol optical depth from Shuttle missions.
4-1 General Discussion of Expected Lidar Signals
4-1-a) Generalized Lidar Equation
The lidar equation for the number of photons collected by the receiver
telescope due to single backscattering from a horizontally homogeneous atmo-
sphere in the presence of J distinct sxtinction components 6. (j • 1, J) at
an angle 8 to the vertical is
E A
hco
sec26'x2
expl-2 sec0
*-!,!
where x - equivalent vertical path length as measured from the lidar platform
c • speed of light
E • energy of optical output
hco - photon energy, where 0 » I/A is the optical wavenuaber and h is
Planck's constant
A ** receiver area
-\
*;-.t>
01
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An
s./(s + a ) - albedo for single scattering, where s. and a denotej j j j j
extinction due to scattering and absorption, respectively
T)
» normalized backscattering phase function and
B " s + a - the extinction coefficient of the jth component.
IP.(IT) and (5. are general functions of equivalent vertical path length x.
The geometry,of Eq. 4-1,1 is shown in Figure 4-1.
1 1
j-
ui i
z
°\ !
• i I
a •
O
UI
LI OAR
seed dx
HORIZONTAL RANGE
Figure 4-1 Lidar equation geometry for the case
of a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere.
A lidar detection system Integrates this signal over a finite time
/v
interval At , so that the number of singly scattered photons collected by the
receiver telescope from the equivalent vertical range x to x + u is
o o
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(^xo,u) -
dN (x)
sec6 dx
IP, 00 B.u, i
-*&r 2 CXP* "28CC9
4-1,2
Ji e,,dx'
cAt
where u • -5 zr • The nunber of photons collected by the receiver telescope
dN, (x)
is approximately constant in the range interval u if u is sufficiently
small. Equation 4-1, 2 then reduces to the more common form
xo
E A u IP.(Tr) B.w
o r
VV U> "hcF^ c-6 -4T exp \ -2sec6
4-1,3
J '
0,,dx'
1 '
This chapter presents investigations of lidar returns from an atmosphere
composed of Rayleigh (molecular) and Mie (aerosol) scatterers, which are
referred to by the subscripts m and £, respectively.
4-1-b) Lidar Returns from a Model Atmosphere
Lidar returns are presented for a downward viewing lidar using the Clear
and Hazy Tropical atmospheres of McClatchey et al. (1971). Example height
profiles of 3 and 3 for two Tropical model atmospheres at 4880X are
plotted in Figure 4-2. The height profiles of $& for the cases of Clear
and Hazy model atmospheres differ only in the lowest 5 km.
Figures 4-3a and 4-3b present lidar returns from the McClatchey Clear
and Hazy Tropical model atmospheres, respectively, for a lidar platform height
ho °f 185 km* The lidar Platform is located at a height of 185 fan to simulate
a Shuttle borne lidar system. The returns are given in units of photons per
millijoule output at the wavelengths 3371, 4880 and 6Z38&. The returns are
o
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McQMCHEV HOPICAl CtEAl
ll.-IBS in. Ife 500m
3371 A
*B80A
... 6238 A
_L
»• j «' 10' ,C' ,o'
PHOTONS PER MILLIJOULE OUTPUT
Figure 4-3a Lidar returns N and N from the Clear Tropical
j model atmosphere of McClatchey et al. (1971) at 3371,
i! 4880, and 6238 X. The lidar platform ±e located at a
height of 185 km to simulate a Shuttle-borne lidar
2system. The receiver area A -1.0 m .
10
McClAKHfY THOPCAl HAZY
• IBSVm u- 500m
;i
ic' 10' 10"
PHOTONS PER MILLIJOULE OUTPUT
10
Figure 4-3b Lidar rer srnc ^ and fa from the Hazy Tropical
model atmosphere of McClatchey et al. (1971) at 3371,
4880, and 6238 £. The lidar platform is located at a
height of 185 km to simulate a Shuttle-borne lidar
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separated into the quantities N and N , which represent the number of photonsm &
collected by the receiver telescope due to single backscattering from molecules
and aerosols, respectively. The returns of Figures 4-3a and 4-3b were calculated
using a vertical range interval u " 500m and a receiver area A - 1.0 m . Fig-
ures 4-4a and 4-4b present lidar returns in the same format but with a platform
height h of 10 km to characterize returns measured from an aircraft. The
returns of Figures 4-4 were calculated using a vertical range interval u - 200m
2
and a receiver area A » 0.1 m . The optical properties IP (IT) and to used
r a a
for these calculations are given in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1
Wavelength
3371 X
4880 8
6238 X
The Model Atmosphere Properties
IP (ir) and w tor Figures 4-3 and 4-4
a a
IP (u)
a
0.40
0.40
0.35
Wa
1.0
1.0
.98
4-2 Signal and Noise Considerations
4-2-a) Safety Standards^
The Department of Che Army and Navy have set guidelines for the
Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) to laser radiation, see Pressley (1971).
The Army and Navy standard maximal exposure level which is not expected to
cause detectable ocular injury (measured at the cornea) is about 1 x 10
j cm"2 for a Q-switched laser 9t ell wavelengths between 0.4 and 1.5 ym.
A safety factor of 2 is recommended for use in field evaluation.
cr*
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MtClATCHEY TBOPICAl Cl€A«
u.JOOm
I01 K)' 10'
PHOTONS PER MILUJOULE OUTPUT
Figure 4-4a Lidar returns N^ and Nfl from the Clear Tropical
model atmosphere of McClatchey et al. (1971) at 3371, 4880,
and 6238 X. The lidar platform is located at a height of
10 km to simulate an aircraft-borne lidar system. The
2
receiver area A ** 0.1 m .
10' 10' 10*
PHOTONS PER MILLUOUIE OUTPUT
Figure 4-Ab Lidar returns N and N from the Hazy Tropical
model atmosphere of McClatchey et al. (1971) at 3371,
4880, and 6238 8. The lidar platform is located at a height
of 10 km to simulate an aircraft-borne lidar eystea. The
receiver area
- 0.1 m
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The ANSI (1973) standard MPE values for direct ocular intra-beam
viewing of single pulse exposures are summarized in Table 4-2. The ANSI
standards for visible and near infrared exposure are based on a 7 mm diam-
eter limiting aperture. The ANSI MPE values are below known hazard levels,
yet it is noted that these exposure levels may be uncomfortable to view.
T«bl« 4-2 Tb» ANSI (19?)) Haxloua ParalaalbU Esp>auTo (MPE) for Dlroct Ocular Intrabaa Viewing
i ' ''
'. I! '
Weviltagth
Ml-)
.32 to .40
•40 to 1.4
i
Ixpoaura tin*
i t(o.c)
10~2 to 10J
10"' to 2 x 10~J
2 * 10~* to 10
ten
Jo(Jo«l« cm'*)
1.
Notca
1 am Halting «p«rtur«
(In BO c«o« >h*ll th«
total lrr»dUoc«, ovar
•11 wavalengtha vlthto
tha UV roglou, b« _j|i*atar thin 1 vatt cm )
7 mm HMtUij ap«ttut«
As stated in Moses (1970), the diameter of the normal human adult
pupil under ordinary room light levels is between 3 and 4 mm. It is further
noted that retinal sensitivity under daytime exposure levels is consider-
ably less than for a normal dark adapted eye. We therefore infer that the
ANSI MPE values for visible and near infrared radiation are conservative
for daytime laser exposure in the outdoor environment. However, the ANSI
Standard section 8.5.1 states that no corrections are to be made for the
intrabeaoi viewing MPE when the limiting aperture (pupil) size differs
from.7 mm.
• ^. (J •"•'
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4-2-b) The Impact of Safety Considerations on the Lidar Field of View
The following calculations provide estimates of the minimum allowable
laser transmitter beam divergence for 0.4 ym < X < 1.4 urn. The ANSI (1973)
—7 —2
maximum permissible exposure per pulse of 5 x 10 joule cm at the Earth's
surface la chosen aa the eye safe value for lidar operation in an outdoor
environment.
The instantaneous radiant exposure at a distance from a laser trans-
mitting energy through the atmosphere will be determined by
1) atmoBpaeric attenuation due to scattering and absorption,
2) the distribution of optical energy within the transmitted beam,
and 3) atmospheric scintillation, whi-.h cause random and possibly hazard-
ous radiant exposure maxima.
Atmospheric attenuation can be neglected for the purpose of obtaining a worst
case estimate of surface radiant exposures.
The distribution of optical energy within the transmitted beam is not
uniform over the entire field of view ft . If the emitted energy vere
o °*
distributed uniformly over the beam area, the mean radiant exposure per
pulse J at range x would be
max o
J
I
-1 -?J = E n x *
m a x o o o 4-2,1
where E is the total energy emitted per pulse within the solid angle ft .
° o
The Gaussian is a more realistic model of the energy distribution within
the beam area, see Figure 4-5. The Gaussian energy distribution E(C),
where £ is the half-angle from the transmitter optic axis, is specified
by the requirement that the full beam divergence is that solid angls
i J,^
I • /'.
^^ f
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'•• »
'1
-6*1
I BEAM I
f D I V E R G E N C E ^j
• up (-at;2)
\
\
-2
ANGLE TO LASER OPTIC AXIS. ,JX £
Figure 4-5 A comparison of the uniform and Gaussian
models for the angular distribution of output laser
energy. The shaded area represents that portion of
the Gaussian distribution (86.5%) which falls within
the full angle beam divergence.
which contains ^ 86.5% of the transmit'ed energy. E(£) is then given by
E a
E(C) - -- exp(-aC)
, 2irfor a -
4-2,2
4-2.3
The energy per unit solid angle at the center of this distribution is
2
"
max - lim x~
2
-2E Q "
o o o A-2,4
A comparison of Eqs. 4-2,1 and 4-2,4 shows that the more realistic
Gaussian energy distribution gives a peak mean radiant exposure which la
twice as great as that due to the uniform energy distribution.
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The Instantaneous radiant exposure will depart significantly from its
mean value due to scintillation of the beam during transmission through the
atmosphere. A useful estimate of the probabilities for encountering
hazardous radiant exposures due to random beam fluctuations is given by
Dabbert and Johnson (197i). Their experimental work determined the effect
of range, laser wavelength, atmospheric thermal turbulence intensity and
path geometry on the magnitude of laser scintillation. Figure 38 of
Dsbbert and Johnson, which is itself a conservative estimate, shows that
! i -2the instantaneous probability for eyr. damage will be less than 10 when
- I' r
the mean radiant exposure is an order of magnitude less than the eye safe
i
value. The results of Dabbert and Johnson are given in Table 4-3. We con-
clude that a radiant .exposure which is a factor of ten below the ANSI (1973)
MPE limit is adequate for eye safety.
Table 4-3 Worst Case Instantaneous Probability for Eye Damage due to
Atmospheric Scintillation as Calculated by Dabbert and Johnson (1971).
Ratio of eye safe to mean
value of radiant exposure
> 10
25
50
100
200
Instantaneous probability for
exceeding the eye safe value
< 10-2
t'fhese results are based on a 5 mm limiting aperture
10
1C'5
ID'6
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We conclude from the above that the Instantaneous radiant exposure
which is eye sefe at the Earth's surface is
J , - 2E
sfc o o"' ~
2 £ J ,
safe 10 4-2,5
Using the ANSI MPE value Jflefe - 5 x 10~7 Joule cjf2(See Table 4-2), we find
that the laser transmitter beam divergence must exceed the following minima:
"o.min^ "1 - 20Jsafeho~2 ~ 1-2 X 10~7 stfcra(JI Joule"1 for hQ - 185 tan 4-2,6a
4 x 10~ sterad joule"1 for h « 10 km 4-2,6b
The practical limit for laser transmitter beau divergence is
* -9
Ji . « 1 x 10 ater, which occurs at
o,min
E = 8.3mj for h - 185 tan
o o
= 0.025mj for h - 10 km
o
4-2,6c
4-2,6d
Note that Eijs. 4-2,6 imply a safety factor which is two times safer than the
Army and Navy field evaluation criterion given in section 4-2-a).
Assuming th&t the laser output is axially symmetric, the full angle divergence
equivalents to Eqs. 4-2,6 are
~ET
- ..full.min = .38 joule mrad
mrad
for h
 " 185 kmo
for h 10 km
4-2,7a
4-2,7bjoule o
The practical limit for the full angle divergence of the laser output is
4-2,7c
which is independent of transmitter altitude.
C- ,. . - 0.036 mradtull.min
The area per unit energy of the illuminated "spot" on the Earth's surface is
-1 2 -1
surface o " o,min o o 20Jsafe 4-2,8a
which is independent of transmitter altitude. The practical limit for the
crea of the "spot" is
4-2,8b
4-2,8c
R* < h 2 - 34 m2 for h - 185 kmo,min o o
- 0.1 m for h - 10 km
o
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4-2-c) The Solar Background and Signal to Noise Ratio
The worst case da/tiae solar signal can be estimated by scattering all
of the available solar radiation from a Lambertian surface which completely
fills the receiver field of view tt . The worst case solar signal estimate,
given in number of solar photons collected by the receiver teleccope, is
N - -
,s ir — cos6 )A fi Athco s r r 4-2,9
where I. is the solar spectral irradiance at 1AU, AX is the receiver band
; A ,
! ! -\,ipass at wavenumber o, 6 is the solar zenith angle, At is the range gatedi s
r -
;signal averaging time, A is the albedo of the Lambertian scattering surface,
I ; i
' c is the speed of light, and h is Planck's constant. Atmospheric attenuation
' of solar radiation has been neglected. A tabulation of the solar spectral
irradiance at 1AU is given in Table 4-4.
N
 The backscattered signal N is estimated by subtracting an independent
measurement of K from the total lidar signal. The signal to noise ratio
S
(SNR), considering statistical variations in the backscattered and solar
signals but neglecting noise contributions due to system electronics and
_ }-
optical processing, is given by N«(N + N ) . Since N « E and
N « ft . « E for ft . > n* . when the lidar is operated at the worst
s o,min o o,min - o,min
case eye safe limit, the signal to noise ratio is effectively proportional
to E .
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Worst case estimates for N at representative wavelengths are given in
6
Table 4-5. Since ft . is proportional to E , these N estimates are given
o s
in units of cumbers of photons per milli Joule output. The High Spectral
_2
Resolution Lidar system has a bandpass 6XD or 6a - 6X • A . Values for
6X at an atmospheric temperature T - 250°K, and the solar signal which ie
passed by such a filter are also given in Table 4-5. For E < E , ft
o o o
 tiBln
cannot be reduced beyond the practical operating limit ft . and the solar
o ,
signal assumes its minimum value N . . Shuttle case values for the worst0
 s.min
case solar signal at minimum practical beam divergence fi . are also given
o,oin
in Table 4-5.
'Z^
4-2-d) Reduction of the Solar Signal through Lidar Operation in a
Fraunhofer Line.
The Table 4-5 values for the solar signal can be reduced through lidar
operation within a Fraunhofer line. A partial list of suitable Fraunhofer
lines is given in Table 4-6. Included in this table are:
l; peak line depths in percent of the solar continuum, as measured at the
Earth's surface for direct solar radiation, and
2) the line width measured at twice the peak line depth.
Figure 4-6 presents the location of several of these lines with respect to
the output of a commercially available dye laser.
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Table 4-5 Typical Valuea for tn» loler Sipial at Repreaentatlve Uavtlenf.tha - Shuttle Caae11'
(Xj [joule MC c»' u»" J (photon, •j'1)?'1! [photon* mj~ l) (oS| lea*1! (photon*)
X;
Coucarin 2
1J50-4/50 X
AT*
AT*
Rhodaalne 6G
4500-6500 X
- heNe
Ruby
3371
4500
4880
5145
5500
C2}S
6943
.108
.201
.195
.WJ
.173
.160
.140
23
58
61
60
61
64
62
0.3
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.*
1.7
1.8
i~.2
16.9
20.5
21.6
21.1
26.2
29.2
.12}
.093
.036
.082
.076
.067
.061
13
46
30
55
5»
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A number of observers have noted that the Fraunhofer lines seen in
atmospheric diffuse radiation are relatively less deep than in direct solar
radiation. Th3 filling-in of the Fraunhofer lines ia not fully understood,
and the effect is given the generic label "Ring effect" for convenience, see
Grainger and Ring (1962). The Ring effect is thought to be primarily due to
flourescence of air or airborn aerosols(or both). A portion of the effect
could also be explained by rotational Raman scattering by N_ and 0..
As cited by Bannore (1975), the magnitude of the effect is
reported to be a few percent of the adjacent aolar continuum:
Grainger and Ring (1962) find the H Fraunhofer line
at 3968 X filled in to the extent that the Ring effect
would be approximately 5% of the adjacent continuum.
Noxon and Goody (1965) note that for observations taken
near noon, the Ring effect is about 3X at 4300 A* and
1.5Z at 6563 Xf
The King effect shows variations with wavenumber, solar zenith angle, the day
and time of observation, and the surface albedo, see Hunten (1970). To our
knowledge, Measurements of the Ring effect with downward viewing spectrometers
have not been conducted. In the absence of measurements, we assume that the
Ring effect is comparable in magnitude in both the upward and downward direc-
tions. We conclude that the solar background radiation can be reduced by
at most a factor of 10 through the operation of lidars within.Fraunhofer lines.
4-3 High Spectral Resolution Lidar
4-3-s) Introduction
The conventional elastic backscatter lidar measures
N (x ,u) + N (x ,u).
m o a o
LBarmore (1975), pp. 1491-1492.
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A high spectral resolution lidar system, or HSRL, which is capable of
measuring N (x ,u) and ft (x ,u) separately is investigated.
The spectral distribution of
backscattered photons near the out-
put laser wavenumber is due to
30.000
25.000
JO.OOO
1) spectral distribution of trans- 3 „3(5.000
mitted laser light, 2) Doppler
broadening of the Rayleigh scattered
photons due to thermal molecul&r
IU.IXIO
5,000
0
Figure 4-7
Spectrum of echoes from air.
Contributions of molecules from
aerosols can be separated, from
liocco et al. (1971).
motion, 3) Brillouin scattering from
. II !
density inhomogeneities (sound waves)
I . • I
and 4) rotational Raman scattering
from polyatomic molecules.;
Figure 4-7 shows the elastically scattered aerosol return maximum, and
the Doppler broadened return from atmospheric molecules. This data was obtained
by Ftocco et al. (1971), who measured the spectral distribution of laser echoes
about the output laser frequency using an Ar laser (X - 4880 A). The At
laser output was stable to i 50 MHz (± .0016 cm x) at 0.5 watts. The piezo-
electrica^.ly scanned Fabry-Perot interferometer had a free spectral range Q of
4.8 CKz (0.16 era ) and a finesse n ot about 12, see Mack et al. (1963).
The resolving width (full width at half maximum, or FWHM) is therefore
6a - Q/n = .013 cm ~, i.e. about 8 times the output wavenumber stability.
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4-3-b) Characterization of Atmospheric Scattering of Laser Light
The distribution in one dimension of molecular velocity for a gas at
atmospheric pressures is approximately MaxwellIan, such that
dn
m
dv 4-3,1
where n " molecular number density
n
m " mean molecular mass
• v • molecular velocity
k " the Boltzmann constant
and T • atmospheric temeprature.
According to Fiocco and DeWolf (19b8), Eq. 4-3,1 holds throughout the atmosphere
as an. approximation with about a 4£ correction needed at surface molecular
densities due to Brillouin scattering. The Doppler shift for backscattering is
— (c - o ) . 2 -
o o c
o
4-3,2
such that
dv
da
I
2
c
a 4-3,3
where c is the speed of light, a is the backseattered signal wavenumber and a
o
is the wavenumber of maximum emission by the laser. The spectral distribution
of photons scattered by molecules is therefore
4 • 'i
.1
i '
1 dN -11 m _ X
N da
m •8<J2kT
o
exp me
8o2kT
o
4-3,4
where N is the total number of photons backscattered by molecules.
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For purposes of this discussion, the laser output is assumed to
follow a gaussIan distribution in wavenumber, such that the spectral distri-
bution of photons elastically scattered by aerosols is
dlt
a
da exp - ao)' 4-3,5
where N is the total number of photons backscattered by aerosols, and the
full spectral width of the laser is too - — 'r~ . The definition Eq. 4-3,5
assumes that spectral dispersion due to scattering by aerosols is character-
ized by a Dirac delta function. Note that by definition
,<*>
m
where —N
dN
m
dcf do
d»
a
do do 4-3,6
H , dN
r2 and rf- — p- are defined by Eqs. 4-3,4 and 4-3,5, respectively.
do N dO
m a
Maximal tropoapheric aerosol vertical velocities may typically be
•^1 ra sec . This corresponds to a Doppler shift which is approximately 1/100
of the laser output resolution of a typical HSRL^ see Table 4-9. Therefore,
the Dirac delta function approximation for the spectral dispersion due to
scattering by aerosols is good for the case of a nadir pointing HSRL. Caution
must be exercised, however, that the HSRL does not operate at some non-zero
angle to the nadir, or that there is a sizable vertical velocity in the plat-
form trajectory.
4-3-c) Brillouin Scattering
The spectral intensity of light scattered by a gas assumes the charac-
teristic Doppler gaussian shape whenever the interactions between gas molecules
can be disregarded. In this case (pressure « 1 atm), the molecular velocity
distribution is dominated by the diffusion of thermal energy, giving rise to
a central component in the scattered energy spectrum. As the gas pressure is
increased, molecular velocity correlations arise from molecular interactions
which spectrally redistribute the scattered energy. In this case (pressure > 1 atm),
. .
\ .\
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the propagation of pressure waves through the scattering medium gives rise to a
symmetrically shifted Brillouln doublet.
Yip and Nelkin (1964) have calculated the spectral response of a fluid
model in which particle number, momentum and energy is conserved. The shape
of the fluid model response is e. function of the parameter
a /2kT
V » —— I •
\ 2irK 1 m
4-3,7
,' -4
which represents the ratio of the fluctuation wavelength to the collision, mean
free path. K is the wavenumber associated with the momentum transfer in the
: ! i
:
 scattering
K. - 2 O sin (9/2)
o 4-3,8a
where a is the wavenumber of the incident radiation and 9 is the scattering
angle. The effective collision frequency a can be approximated by
0
 "
5 2k T 4-'J,8b
where p is molecular density (cm ) and k_ is thermal conductivity of the gas
(erg cm"1 sec"1 °Y~l).
In terms of the parameter y, the pressure fluctuations are collision
dominated hydrodynamic processes when y » 1. For y « 1. collisions are no
longer important and the fluid behaves as a system cf Independent particles.
The results of Yip and Nelkin for the spectral intensity of light scattering
from an ideal gas are presented in Figure 4-8. Valuer for the parameter y
at several altitudes for the McClatchey et al. (1971) Tropical model atmosphere
are given in Table 4-7.
,<
t
Figure 4-8.
The spectral intensity of light
scattered Irom an ideal gas for
various values of the parameter
y. The abscissa is expressed
in terms of a non-alized wave-
number shift 6o/6cD, where
6aD is the wavenumber FWHM for
pure Doppler scattering. The
parameter y ^  0.3 at.surface
atmospheric densities.
W
C
01
•od>
N
(0
Yip & Nelkin (1964)
a* M to ut
2)^ 693 <S0/6or
Table 4-7 Values for the Parameter y at Several Altitudes for the
Model Tropical Atmosphere of McClatchey et al. (1971), X - 488oS * '
altitude
[to]
0
2
5
10
20
pressure
M
1013
805
559
285
57
temperature
[•K]
300
288
270
237
207
(2>parameter y
.273
.229
.173
.105
.025
To compute the parameter y at other wavelengths, note that Kqs. 4-3,7
and 4-3, 8a give y « X.
(2\ -
The thermal conductivity for air can be approximated by k_ - mpc D, where
c is the specific heat at constant pressure and the self -diffusion
2 -1
coefficient 0 ~ 0.18 cm sec for air at 0°C and 1000 mb . D varies with
1.81 -1temperature and pressure by the relation D a T ' p , see Smithsonian
Meteorological Tables (1949), Table 113;
\
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Restating Fiocco and DeWolf Q968), Yip and Nelkin's results Indicate
that the departure of the spectral scattering profile from a Gaussian profile
for an ideal gas may be as large as 4Z at surface atmospheric densities
(y * 0.3). It follows from Table 4-7 that the effect of Brillouin scattering
is even less important at higher altitudes. The relatively small departure
of the molecular scattering profile *7om s Gaussian due to Brillouin scattering
at atmospheric densities will cause an even less significant departure of
HSRL signal magnitudes from their expected values. The HSRL system derives
two spectral integrals from the return signal. The values of these inte-
grals are insensitive to small uncertainties in the shape of the molecular
return. This is shown in Figure 4-14 (Section 4-3-g), where an uncertainty
in atmospheric temperature of ± 25*K results in a measurement error which
is less than IX.
Even though the .impact on HSRL operation is insignificant, the spectral
intensity departures due to Brillouin scattering can Le accounted for by
theoretical corrections. Yip (1971) has incorporated kinetic models for
polyatomic molecules into the Brillouin scattering theory. The results of
Yip agree with the experimental results of Greytak and Benedek (1966)
for scattering by polyatomic molecules at atmospheric pressures.
4-3-d) Rotational Raman Scattering
Recent experimental work by Penney et al. (1974) and Fenner et «1.(1973)
has established the absolute cross sections for rotational Raman scattering
(RRS) frcm atmospheric gaseo, particularly for N?, 0? and CO.. The RRS for
these simple linear molecules is determined by the allowed transitions
J -*• J ± 2 where J is the initial rotational-angular-momentum quantum number.
/
/_ -----
' / /
- 1 - -,—. -r— ~^ -»r,.-;;r~.-..^ -".'-r---n^ Tl'?-., • , C-.-.-X •_ . ','•
• a ;
•> ' & i
— «=~tfen«>»L;y^ B
I'-M1 "-]
\
^
1 ^ ' 1 I '
Kl
I
• i ' *VI The RRS spectral shifts &OTj-, are approximatelyPJ j~*°j
• §
. i
5
! J^-J + 2 ' - (AJ + 6)Bo
.I Ao_ . , - + (4J - 2)Bi J-*-J - 2 o
():
 \ '•
',.-ii where B is the rotational constant for the lowest5 / o
4-3,9a
4-3,9b
vibratiot>al level , see
I1 *
-j
1 i
5 J
1 j
f T
: 1 J
1 "1« •.<
s -• i
1
J1
. r
-
-
\
! ' ' S i i i i 1 i
•- fc Table 4-8. Values for , the lowest possible energy shift Ao_,| - Ac,.,, - 6B .! .;| 1 . y+z Z-KJ o | j
! ,are also given in Table 4-8. A comparison of |Ao_
; t f V
_| from Table 4-8 and |6o_
1 I • •'! 1 ' ~i from Table 4-5 showi. rrhat RRS from N. , 0, or CO- is not spectrally coincident
! / . - ' • , / ( 2 2 2
i with the Rayleigh spectral scattering region of interest, and will therefore
' ' i
I not be a concern for the HSRL system.
.
 !; \ •
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, | x Table 4-8 Values of the Rotational Constant for the Lowest Vibratioual
fc
| Level for N_, 0., and CO., from Penney et al. (1974)
1
i
| gas B0^ cm *
1 N. 1.990
* 2
| °2 1>438
\ C00 0.390
R z
1
1 4-3-e) The HSRL Polyetalon Receiver System
r.
|AV2| - eB^ caT1)
11.94
8.64
2.34
s<
f The HSRL receiver system is diagramed in Figure 4-9. To achieve the
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"J
of maximum recei;er transmission. The etalon FP4 is used to achieve very high
resolution with FiTTi. 60. at a . When a - o , where a is the laser cutout
H r IT o o
wavenumber maximum, most of those photons scattered by aerosols reach detector
$2, and a large fraction of those photons scattered by molecules (Dqppler
shifted) reach detector #1.
As cited in Mack et al. (1963), the instrumental functions W. and W_
for detectors 61 and #2 are
*1(0) " W123(0)'{ (1-A'}'U " V0)1
A | 2R'
and
W2(o) - w4(o) ,
4-3,10
4-3,11
where
123w/ 60123
•°
+T6°123
o- -
4-3,12u
. /°+A
W,(0) - -M4
 604; 4-3;12b
a-
and - (1 + '^ o cose)}'
1
4-3,12c
The notation is as follows:
A* * etalon coating absorption coefficient
R« - etalon coating reflection coefficient
The term "instrumental function" denotes the receiver spectral transmission
function as seen by each detector.
iWySJfli
-q • . • " - - > • " v •" '
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n' • refractive index of etaion gap
A • i etaion gap spacing
6 - angle of ray path to the optic axis
4^ °) - the "Airy" function,
acd &r are the theoretical resolutions of the PEPSIOS (Poly Etaion Pressure
1
 i
.Scanned Interferometric Optical Spectrometer.) spectrometer and the high
1
 ,1 •
resolution etaion, respectively. The integrals in Eqs. 4-3,12 account for the
'
 !
 ' ''
'decrease in resolution caused by the finite instrumental apertures. Any effects
due to etaion surface defects have been neglected.
The maximum angular receiver field of view is given by <J8/(1.31R), where
xR - o/6a is the effective (actual) resolution of the polyetaloa system. The
solid angle field of view of the PEPSIOS (FP1, FP2, FP3 in Fig. 4-9) is therefore
'•> &a.
-
- 2*R - 2TT( 4-3,13
The high resolution etaion must have a smaller field of view to secure operation
within one free spectral range, such that
6(74
\m 2Tf (~a~) 4-3,14
The effective receiver field of view car. be decreased without a corresponding
sacrifice in signal luminance by the addition of a receiver telescope of area
Ar. The final "telescopic" receiver solid angle fl is then defined by tha
constraint that etendue is conserved, such that
A
7T 4-3,15
where A is the area of the etaion plates.
>^ -"- :" "'-- "V " • "'"' ' ".'•. " ' •' .
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4-3-f) Signal Calculation and Solutions
Let N and N represent the total number of laser photons which are
backscattered by molecules and aerosols, respectively, and gathered by
the receiver telescope. Also let N represent the total number of solar
photons which are gathered by the receiver telescope. The quantities N , N
m a
and N are "Integrated over the range gated time Interval At. The signals S,
and S, at detectors II and 92, respectively, are linear combinations of K ,
4-3,16a
N and N such that
a a
S. - y. N + y. N + u, N1 1m m la a Is a
S? " W, »2 Zm m a 2s a
where
*2m
r i dN 1
»
 Wq .(I —£*!lqe ^N do N
- J m a
o
^ i dN i.
 w q . (i _H * 12qe VN da NJ m a
dN
a
do)*dO
dN
"do5
'la
, dN
wiV(F-^ 'do
4-3,16b
4-3,17a
4-3,17b
4-3,17c
• \ V.'(1T
dN
6
do•)*do 4-3,17d
The operator * denotes "convolution product," such that
X(0o) - Y * Z - ] Y(o) • Z(ff-0Q>*do
^ \if.
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and
"la jWlVd°
'2s
«-3,17e
4-3,17f
The instrumental functions W. and W. nre defined in Eqs. 4-3,10 and 4-3,11,
respectively, and q is the detector quantum efficiency.
. dN . dN
_L a * _L _§.
N do N do
m e
dN
N da
i
~ represent the spectral distributions
of photons scattered by molecules and aerosols, respectively, which are
gathered by the receiver telescope. Since the aerosols are considered to be
elastic scattering centers, the spectral dispersion due to scattering by
aerosols is characterized by a Dirac delta function and the spoctral distri-
bution of the laser output is identically — —£ .
"a
Let the signals measured at detectors £1 and f2 in the time interval
At be denoted by S. and $„, respectively. In general, S. # S. and S2 j S.
A A
due to statistical fluctuations in the photon count. Estimates N and N of
m a
_ _ ^ *»
the quantities N and N can be derived from the measurements S, and S~ by
m a 1 2
meana of Eqs. 4-3,16 as follows:
4-3,18a
4-3,18b
Nm ' CJmSl + C2mS2
Na ' claSl * c2aS2
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for
A • A
-
Sl~
where
' -1
4-3,19a
4-3,19b
4-3,19c
, 4-3,19d
and
Note that for beet results, we require-that the crosstalk terms c. and c./m la
should bi much less than both c, and c . The quantities yt N and1m Za AS s
A A A
H_ N can be estimated by time averaged values of S. and S^ during the periods
between laser firings. , . < - . . . • - ... -
The estimates N and N are not equal to the actusl values N and N
m a m a
due to two types of error when N and N are derived by means of Eqs. 4-3,18.
ot a
These are:
1) error due to a change or uncertainty in an HSRL system parameter.
Uncertainty in sampled volume temperature (T), uncertainty in laser transmitter
spectral width (FWHM ^  - 60 - V^693/b (see Eq. 4-3,5), and uncertainty in
o o
transmitter-receiver peak detuning (i{/ - o - O ) will affect the transmittaoces
p. and V. and hence the inversion coefficients c. and c. , i * 1*2.ID ,la IB
|
I
L __
-kwv^ y^^ '^ r™^
""•' • •• • ' - i j f f i .
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Type I error is calculated below in the following manner: If T,
A A
lj» and fy are perfectly known, then signals S- and S.(no statistics) can be
inverted exactly to original a priori photon inputs K and N . Given change
•— g UJ r -_ _."• _
in the parameters T, <J* and/or ^  , the inverted quantities are calculated
o r
using the unchanged parameter values, and the departures of these calculated
^ **
values N , N from the a priori values N , N axe found. The sensitivity of
a n — a u
St A
N , N to uncertainty in T, \Ji and t|f is thereby found,
a n o r
• , II) error r'uc to independent statistical fluctuations in the
photon count at each detector.
Type II error is calculated by first finding the total mean number
of photons incident on each detector. These totals are then given statis-
tical noise which is the square root of the total signal, and the corres-
- - ^  A.
ponding maximal departure ojEjN , N from the a_ priori values N , N is
found. This is sensitivity to number of photons in signal, and this sensi-
tivity is a function of the ratio 4> " 5 /N and the a priori solar signal 5 .
am — - 8
Type I Error - Uncertainty ia T, 'J* and ty , , '
** *
The following analysis considers deviations of N , N from N , N due
m a m a
A *
to an uncertainty in the temperature T. The sensitivities of N and N • due to
uncertainties in the width of the emitted spectral line <[> ,or the detuning
of the laser with respect to the receiver <|» ,are also given by the following
analysis by simply replacing T with ^  or i|» .
o r
* /\
The departure of N from N is defined by <5N , and the departure of
m m m
^ . * *\ /*
M from N is defined by 6N . The departures <$N (T) and 6M (T) due to an
A fl A Q fi
uncertainty in T can be found by partial differentiation of Eqs. A-3,18 «uch
that
' T 4-3,20a
I X
•J
'* ~t
•- -Vj
i"
1;
'• - ' " *" ' • *'- - . ' 'i"
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and
6VT> - si T 6T * sz
Approximating S. and S2 by (J^
Eqs. 4-3, 16 Into Eqs. 4-3, 20
Und - Hn-H )» am* 8ubstitrrtf:Tig
m
and
I
8c 3c,
where it should be noted that actual values N and N are functions of etaocpheric
properties, and are not functions of T, ^  or 4* . The fractional error io the
o r — — — —
measurements due to an uncertainty in T can be estimated by dividing Bs«- 4-3,21
by N and N , such that
m a -
(T) 3c
-»-
3T
3c
m
~lm "2m 6T)
and
6N (T)
Jlm 3T& 6T * P2m 3T3
-2,2 2b
3c 3c
T
11i
, .... /- ,;rjf
L_ •'**'S
where A - 5 /N . Eqs. 4-3,22 allow us to estimate fractional errors in the
a m
measurements due to system parameter uncertainties independent of the absolute
values of the signals (S — Vj^ N^ ) and (S^ - V28^ V '
The total type 1 error due to uncertainty in all three parameters T,
41 and 4* can be estimated by
o ; . r
SN (T) 2
N
m
and
SN 6N
m
4-3,23a
m
(T) 2 ' 6H
4-3,23b
The detector quantum efficiency q , and the solar signal N do not enter into
either Eqs. 4-3,22 or 4-3,23.
Type II Error - Photon Statistics •
The number of photons incident on detectors SI and $2 have mean values
and
 ^
by Eqs. 4-3,16. We can expect that the measured signals S.
*
and S. reflect statistical fluctuations from these means » such that
and 6S =
4-3,24a
4-3,24b
The effect of these statistical fluctuations on the measurements S and N can
a a
be found by taking the differential of Eqs. 4-3,18 as follows:
s + C2m
and + (c «-3.25b
j
J
1
1
-1
" j
"^g**0,?''•y
"
The coefficients of the solar terms In Eqs. 4-3,25 are a sum of squeres sine*
the statistical fluctuations of solar photons at the two detectors are inde-
pendent of each other. Substituting Eqs. 4-3,16 and 4-3,24 into Eqs. 4-3,25,
it follows that
(6N11)2 - c? -(U, N + u. N ) +
m ' , 1m VHlm ra Hla a '(y- N •»•2m v 2m m S )a 4-3,26a
and
4-3,26b
Again letting <> « N 'N , the fractional error in the measurements due to raa
statistical flucf-ations can be estimated by dividing Eqs. 4-3,26 by NQ and Nfi,
such that
 v . , - . - . , ' " , - . . . . .
4-3,27a
a
m
-
N
Deg
2m
2
ms
f- • Deg
N - a
a.
--
N
a
as
r-i^ rz~—iz*i-™
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, Dcga(<f>) r.an be interpreted as those proportionsThe factors De
to which the "natural" fractional statistical fluctuations
o ' "a
changed (increased) ojr the HSRL signal inversion process. The factors
Degn(<f>), Dega(*) are both proportional to the inverse square root of the
arc
n a
detector quantum efficiency The factors Deg^ , Deg^  take into account
the statistical degradation due to a solar background continues.
4-3-g) A Study of Two Example HSRL Systems
Thin section presents calculations of HSRL system parameters c. andim
c , i - 1,2, and estimates of the sensitivity of the solutions to the parametera
T, tp • 6cr and ty = a - o . The theory for these calculations was presented
in sections 4-3-e) and 4-3-f). The calculations are performed for two KSRL
systems which differ only in the fourth etalon spectral resolution, see Figure
4-9. The characteristics of both systems are given in Table 4-9.
Drawings of the spectral profiles of the laser output and the two receiver
eystem passbands as seen by both detectors are given in Figure 4-10.
A A
The expected values N and N are calculated from the measurements
m a
S, and S_ by means of Eqs. 4-3,18. The inversion coefficients c. and c. ,i i • ' im ia
i-1,2 are functions of T, ty and ^  only. The Inversion coefficient values
are plotted versus departures of T from 250eK in Figure 4-11, versus departure
of <i> from 60 - 1/10 6ci in Figure 4-12, and veraufi departures of i|» - |0 -O IT o o D r o t
from zero in Figure «'»-13. All four inversion coefficients are given for both
example systems. It should be noted from Figure 4-1L that these coefficients
are relatively insensitive to changes in atmospheric temperature.
Estimates of Type 1 error versus uncertainty in T, <J»o and \J>r are
given in Figures 4-14 through 4-16. The ordinates of Figures 4-14 through
4-16 are given in fractional error in measurement aa given by Eqs. 4-1,22.
3
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Table 4-9 Characteristics of the Two Example HSRL Receiver Systems
Wavelength
FEPSIOS FWHM
High resolution etalon FWHM:
System one
/ . System two
Laser output FWHM
! }
i Etalon coating absorption
' coeff icie'-t .'
'. * •
!i
' • i
I Etalcn coating reflection
coefficient ;
1
 Detector transmission
coefficients \
i
System one
System two
Solar degradation coefficients
System one
System two
4880 X
fid.,, - 6a_(at 2.SOeK) - .086 ca
"
3 D
 (6X n, 20
60^  - 1/5 fia = .017 cm
-1
- 1/2 .043 cm"
1
"
13Q - 1/10 6oD - .009 cm (6X-V2
A1 - .01
R1 - .91
- -
06
.17 y2m - .11
* -
09
De
as
Degma - 6.8 Degas - 4.r
The solar signal transmission coefficients \i. and
by y. and U2m » respectively.
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Type I error estimates are given for both example system. , The total type I
error due to uncertainty in T, ^  and <J> can be found by means of Eqs. 4-3,23.
Type II error is a function of the ratio $ » N /N and the solar signal
N . The ratio <J> is plotted as a function of height for the Clear and Hazy
8
Tropical McClatchey model atmospheres at 3371, 4880 and 6238 & in Figure 4-17.
The ratio $ at a given altitude for a giver, model atmosphere is independent of
lidar platform height h . The solar signal N is given in Table 4-5.
If N and N could be independently measured in the absence of a solar
m a •
signal, the Type II fractional error in their measured values would be
/s /if
- and - , respectively. Type II error for a real HSRL is larger, however,
N
m a
since N and N cannot be independently measured. The factors Deg(<J>), Deg (
by which the fractional error in the estimates N , N are greater than
\|B \|N
— , — are plotted in Figure 4-18 for the two example HSRL systems versus
N
m
N
$ for q » 1. These factors are given by Eqs. 4-3,27, and note that
Deg(«J>) « qfi
4-3-h) HSRL Solutions for Atmospheric Properties
Given the estimated returns N (x ,u) and N (x ,u), the lidar equations
m o a o
to be solved are (let 6 » 0, and assume that u is small)
B w
V
(7T)
N » Y u /a a 4 r°exp[--2 (3m + 8a)dx]
4-3,28a
4-3.28b
fcr Y " E A /hco. Note that N and N represent numbers of photons intercepted
by the receiver, and that Ym and Yfi are calibration constants.
Various optical properties can be derived as follows: II
/McCLATCHEV TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE
CLEAR
MAZV
Fieure 4-17 The ratio 6 = N /N as a function of altitude for0
 a n>
the KcClatchey et al. (1971) Clear and Hazy model Tropical
atmospheres. The ratio $ is independent of lidar platform
height h .
10'
Figure A-18 The HSRL statistical degradation factors Deg ($)
" D
and Deg ($) for system one (solid) and system two (dash) aa a
funi tion of the ratio $ - N /N where q • 1. Note that
. ' " an e
' •
1Q2
"4
wt^ ^^ -^ S^ T'^ v^sffl*/^ ^
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1) average slab aerosol extinction coefficient
T <0
'«> - T <°'
a
ii) aeroaol optical depth
Ta<o,xo) - J ea dx - T (o,xo> - j eo dx
4-3,29a
4-3,29b
iii) integrated optical depth
f
- J 0a)dx - i.
iv) scattering ratio
? 00
S - 1 «• 4ir a a
1 N Y
e <" -i^-5^m m 5
t H IJ
 m "a
v) aerosol volume backscattering coefficient
BaOO n>aOO 3
4it 4ir a a Sir m m
vl) average slab aerosol phase function for backscattering
Or)'
4TT
4-3,29c
4-3,29d
4-3,29e
4-3,29f
The albedo for sing.le scattering is approximately 1 at visible wave-
lengths, but departs significantly from 1 due to 0- absorption in the UV.
Typical values for 1 - w as a function of altitude for X - 3371A are
given in Figure 4-19. The data of Figure 4-19 were computed using the
McClatchey Tropical model atmosphere. Assuming that the albedo for single
scattering for aerosols and Rayleigh scatterers is a sufficiently well known
quantity below 10 km, then the above solutions (Eqs. 4-3,29) determine three
A ' A
unknowns (B ,B , IF CO ) from two measurements (N , H ). A third
Q d & fll A •
measurement is required to solve these equations, and we therefore require
'Kill
f.i}
i
•4
I
*5°?icw^ "^^ a '^41UM*'J V^'Jy^ 't^
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that an independently measured temperature profile T be provided aa a function
of height. As shown in Appendix 4-1. the profile of 3 can be determined from
The uncertainty in theT in a dry atmosphere with an accuracy —g^ . < 2 —
n
calculated value for Rayleigh optical depth
dxj 4-3,30
is
S f*o
'.C 3m
m '
where it has been assumed that (~g~) is * constant independent of height.
Ul
o
40
30
20
10
mottculo' olbtdo lor
tmjn tcotlcnng
McCLATCHEY TROPICAL ATMOSOIERE
X»337I A
10-» 10-' 10" 10*
Figure 4-19 Typical values for the molecular albedo for
single scattering 1 - u> as a function of altitude,from
the McClatchey et ai. (1971) Tropical model atmosphere
at 3371 X.
J
pT»;V!"ytv i=r»'T?1pT- t«;' !'^ i^;Vl«iW^ '5.$.^ ^
Th« enors are as follows:
i) average slab aerosol extinction coefficient (.from 4-3,29*)
)*
ii) aerosol optical depth (from 4-3, 29b)
iii) integrated optical depth (from 4-3,29c)
[6T(0,xo)1
6N 2 66 2 6u> 2( m ) + ( m \
m
iv) scattering ratio (from 4-3,29d)
aerosol volume backecattering coefficient (from 4-3,29e)
6Ba(ir) 2 6s 2 ra
^
 +
 ^m m
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4-3,31b
4-3.31c
4-3,3ld
4-3,31e
vi) average slab aerosol phase function for backscattering (from 4-3,29f)
«B 4-3,31f
ffa (IT)
t\ "i \
""^ "P-WfJ
A I , - '
Ji>j5SdC^« Vi«"iS^ii»^U\>iTiteY.s%-V.iiJ*^ i'--;^*I-i/~-'iJ-.-".;ii.it.--^
" . 106
Substituting Eqs. 4-3,30, 4-3,31b and 4-3,31c into 4-3,3ia, and letting
— - 2(~) and (x. - x.) - u, then Eq. 4-3,31a can be written
„
i f (^uy2 ^ m
At,
ra m
- ** T " TT
6N 2 6Nm 2 6V 2
where we substitute (— s) - ( - ) + < - ) from section 4-3-f). The
N N N
- - . . m
 2 «Ym
factor T (o,x } can be neglected since 4t (o,x ) « 1. Letting — - « —
n o m o T
then
6N 6N
is a function of u, — - (or — -) ,
H .- N
and -=- , such that
Tm .
2u
4-3,32b
m
m
; The HSRL instrunental error -^— , given by Eq. 4-3, 23a, la due
to the uncertainry in the parameters T, <{; and </> . Partial errors due to
o r
uncertainty in T, ^  and ty are given for the example HSRL systems in
Figures 4-14 through 4-16. For example, these figures show the following
errors for Systems one and two (4880A):
6N (T)
- 0.10Z (one), 0.15% (two)
m for <5T - ± 5'K
-2.02 (one). - 0.5% (two)
N
m for 6ij» - 5 x
o
1
 (= 0.1 nX)
5
~-- 0.52 (one),
for
- 0.12 (two)
x lO'^ ca"1 (= 0.1 nX)
I.- n
. - ' - ''i
l^ JI^ I^ j'TiTr:^
* ' . i
! ' <• " * • ' " . " '
1
 * -
10?
<
The HSRL calibration constant can be determined accurately, ouch uhat
6v
0.5Z .
Temper&ture profiles averaged over a 1 km vertical resolution interval cau
be determined to a one percent accuracy from the inversion of infrared and
microwave satellite radiometer data, see Westwater and Strand (1972). Hence,
the uncertainty in atmospheric temperature is
f=l.o* ; - ..'
-11 SN"
The quantity 6$a J is given for various values of u and —- in Table 4-10,
*N l x S«6N_ 6y
given the above values for —= S.
— » .*
T«
u
6N
m
Nm
1%
3%
10%
ible 4-10 Typical Values for 68 ^  (kns~J) as a Function of
A A
6N
- /, -., \
 Drwi _...B•• (x.-x.; ana -•"•- .
^- J M •
*'m
u - 100 m 200 m 500 m 1 km
.235 knf1 .117 km"1 .047 km"1 .023 km"1
.308 . .154 .062 .031
.742 .371 .146 .074
M
^^ 5^ siJ^ ^^ 4^l^ ut^ i£^ J^ tt/:i^ vi£,^ s^  L*
vs ^ •^B^ WCS^ «r53«^ ?rP;RiS^ ^
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Error due to statistical fluctuations Is a function of the ratio $ - N /N
a m
the number of photons which are backscattered by molecules N , and the number
m
of solar photons N . The ratio <J> can be determined as a function of height
from Figure 4-17, the total number of collected photons which are scattered
by molecules can be determined from either Flgrres 4-3 or 4-4, and the solar
signal can be determined from Table 4-5. The statistical degradation factor
Defi^ W) can be determined from Figure 4-18. The factor Deg is given in
Table 4-9. •} The error due to statistical fluctuations is then
—ij
m
-VN
m
ms 4-3.33
dN
letting N • — — • At , the signal integration time required to obtain am at m
specified statistical precision in the molecular return is
4-3,34
dt
I WH
The type II or statistical error I——
\ N1* v m
68 J from Eq. 4--3,34.
a
can be determined as a function of
.' •:
J
v
The precision to which 60 J must be determined in a 1 ton vertical interval
in order to obtain an accuracy of ± 0.2 °K day and i 0.5 "K day In the total
daily heating over land was estimated in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, respectively. These
results are used to obtain estimates of the HSRL signal Integration time for the ,
model HSRL systems one and two (Table 4-9) located at h - 185 tan (Shuttle caae)0
 i
and hn" 10 im (**r«aft case). The signal Integration tlaes are given M a function!
'"i -•
\
?f^  ^ p^^ ^
:,«? sr"*r*5s*r^ .^^ -~-T^ "^T^ £?^ ;^ "'^  f jgffij
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of height in Table 4-11 for the cases of a McClatchey Tropical Clear (BF - 1)
and Hazy (BF - 5) model atmosphere. The signal integration time., At , is
most sensitive to the statistical degradation factor Deg^ )^. Thf HSRL model
system one is defined to a greater spectral resolution than system two, and it
has a correspondingly lower value for Deg (i)>). System one can therefore oper-
ate at lower laser power levels to attain a specified statistical precision In
the molecular return signal. The calculations of Table 4-11 were performed
using the worst case solar background as given in Table 4-5. The solar back-
ground was reduced an order of magnitude for the Shuttle case to characterize
HSRL operation within a Fraunhofer line. The values for At calculated with-in
out a solav signal are also given in Table 4-12. The length of this sample
path on the Garth's surface, assuming that the Shuttle orbit is circular and
that the aircraft speed IB 800 km/hr, is also given in Table 4-11.
4-4 Lidar Methods to Measure Aerosol Profiles
4-4-a) System I; High Spectral Resolution Lidar
• The High Spectral Resolution Lidar (or HSRL) concept was presented in
Section 4-3. An envisioned HSRL system would employ an N. laser to pump a dye
cell, which is tuned to yield a narrow spectral line by means of Fabry-Perot
etalons. A high resolution receiver which employs Fabry-Perot etalone is also
required. Independently derived temperature profiles are required to provide
vertical profiles of the Rayleigh scattering cross section. Eqs. 4-3,32
suggest that tempt.ratnre profiles derived from the inversion of data from
passive satellite borne sensors will suffice for this purpose.
Source; N2 superadiant (3371A*) laser pumping a dye (4000-5000 2) in a
laser-etalon-amplifier configuration with an on-axis etalon.
Spectral width of 0.002 %. Energy per pulse = 50 MJ. Repetition
rate - 60 Hz. Pulse duration - 7ns. Energy conversion efficiency
- (0.1X 1*2 conversion) x (30? N_-dye conversion) = 0.03%.
.1
M
~^ir~—>* -*I^,T". .- ^ '-x^v^c. ,'~<^—^-
Table 4-li Signal Integration Tine and Saaple Path Length for Model HSU. Syate
(1)
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ONE Located at Shuttle and
Aircraft Altitudes.
* 0.2*IC day"1 Accuracy*2* ± 0.5'K day"1 Accuracy*2'
O>Altitude Shuttle (h -185 kn)
(fca) Ata(sec) As(kn)
McClatchey
1
1
2
3
4
5
McClatchey
' Aircraft (h « 10 km)1
Atn(sec) C>(B)
With
Tropical Clear Model Atmosphere
8.31 62.8
9.36 70.7
47.0 355.
5.95 45.0
16.0 120.
41.5 313.
Tropical Hazy Model
0 23.7 179.
1
2
3
4
5
McClatchey
0
1
2
3
4
5
XcCUtchey
0
1
2
3
4
5
.467 3.53
4.83 36.5
1.46 11.0
9.73 73.5
1.68 12.7
.077
.138
1.15
.235
.781
1.86
Atmosphere
.058
.002
.035
.019
.233
.061
Tropical Clear KoJel Atmosphere
7.74 58.5
8.63 65.2
42.4 321.
5.2.9 40.0
14.0 106.
36.0 272.
Tropical Hary Model
22.2 '.68.
.442 3.34
4.49 33.9
1.32 9.98
8.57 64.8
i.46 11.0
.077
.137
1.12
.225
.737
1.76
Atmosphere
.058
.002
.035
.019
.226
.058
' Shuttle (h - 185 ka
At (sec) As(ka)
Worst Case Solar Slfc.:al*5)
(BF - 1)
17.1
30.7
256.
52.1
X73.
414.
(BF - 5)
12.9
.406
7.72
4.30
51.7
13.5
Without Solar
(BF - 1)
17.0
30.3
250.
49.9
163.
391.
(Bf - 5)
12.9
.405
7.69
4.24
50.3 '
12.9
.375
49.1
18.5
20.3
11.7
2.22
57.3
.041
6.55
2.15
5.73
1.01
Signal*"
.302
38.3
13.7
14.3
7.98
1.47
46.9
.035
5.22
1.58
3.95
.666
2.81
371.
140.
153.
86.8
16.8
433.
.313
49.5
16.2
43.3
7.66
2.28
290.
103.
108.
60.3
11.1
354.
.264
39.4
12.0
29.9
5.04
Atm(aec)
.003
.614
.372
.635
.445
.076
.123
.001
.040
.023
.107
.028
.003
.608
.364
.609
.420
.072
.122
.001
.040
.023
.104
.027
_
 D __„ .
AS(B/ / j
i
i
661! '< ' * .- - -
• WWV . ^ • -
136. : 'j
82.7 "i
141 .
98.8 '
16.9
27.2
.032 I " ,
8.97 i -
5.k7
23.8 1
6.19 j
1 -
5
.664 j
135. ' ] .
80.8 . i
135. ;
93.2 !- j
16.0 I
27.2 ! ' *"!
.032 I ^ }
8.93 \'" •
5.11 | ; -- "
23.2 { \
5.90 i ;
!i^ t^^ -":t^ ^
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Table 4-11 (coat.)
(1) The model HSRL ayateaa ere defined la Table 4-9 (A • 4880 X). Additional nodal
porsaMtera are aa follovai '
q. - o.25
AC • 1.0 a2 (Shuttle)
• 0.1 m2 (Aircraft)
t 0.2*K day accuracy:
I - 10 Bj «ec (Syatea one)
o .
• 20 aj aec (Syatea two)
• - 1.0 fca
t 0.5'K day* accuracy:
- 3 aj sec (Syatc
• 6 aj Bee
• 0.7} ka
-1 (SyaM
I
ona)
two)
t 60 Hi repitltlan rat*
0 60 Hr repltitlon rate
8 60 H* repltitlon rate
§ 60 Hi repltitlon rate
Tb* ncrat coee aolar algnal froai Table 4-5 le Included.
: /!; i
Values for |A8OI are taken from Tables 3-1 and 3-2. and correspond to on uncertainty
of l 0.2'r. day'1 and t O.S'K dny"1 In the total dally heating over land. The aodel
ataoophere parameter BP • 1 and B? - 5 correspond to the KcClatchcy Clear aad
•ed«l ataovpherea, raapectlvely. The vKlooa for |o0 | and
KcCUtchey Tropical Clear
• B /5 are a* follova:
McClatchey Tropical Razr
Altitude
(to)
C
'" " :.." 1
2
3
4
5
2.4
1.3
.62
.31
.18
.13
(to-1)
.08
.06
.03
.06
.04
.03
1.1
.08
.11
.10
.13
.30
10.
4.4
1.8
.73
.29
.14
(tat'1)
.13
.43
.09
.13
.05
.U
0.-1)
.25
4.3
.23
.33
.19
.45
* 10.2*K day"1 accuracy
b
 10.5'K day"1 accuracy
(3) For the Shuttle caae, the sample path lervgth along the Earth'e aurface la 6a - B^At,
CMo •*
where the angular velocity for a circular orbit is 6 - —-
a*
and a • S_ •+• h
•L - mean Earth radius • 6.4 x 10 ka
C " gravitational constant • 6.67 x 10
ME • naaa of the Earth - 5.98 x 1024 kg .
Cor b - 185 to. I - 7.56 ka sec'1.
o
(4) The aircraft velocity over the Earth's surface la aaauaed to ba 800 km hr"1.
(5) Solar eignsl veluaa are derived froa Table 4-5 (X • 4880 X). Solar signal values
for the) Shuttle caae were reduced an order of magnitude to characterise HSU. oper-
. etlot within a Frsunhofer line.
•*
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Receiver; Four etalon system for high resolution (0.002 A) notch and spike
and high rejection of scattered solar continuum. Transmittance
of instrument - 35%. Quantum efficiency of photoaultipliers a 30Z.
Overall Efficiency = .003Z.
In order to achieve stable wavelength outputs as narrow as a few milli-
angstroms at high power it appears necessary to use low feedback in the
laser system in order to avoid being locked into laser cavity modes. The
wavelength of the cavity modes depends critically cm inhomogeneities in the
dye cell and the separation of the laser cavity mirrors. The separation
needed between laser cavity mirrors is generally so large that a linewidth
much narrower than needed is produced.
Wallerstein and Hansch (1975) recently rt, rted that an N- pumped dye
laser-amplifier system is capable of linewidths as narrow as 0.006 cm
(1.5 mX at 4800 X) with pulse energies of 500 yj when pumped by a 10 mj,
10 nsec pulse frc/m the N_ laser pump. Projecting this conversion efficiency
to the case of a 0.3 watt N. laser (average power for 10 nsec pulse lengths
,t a 60 Hz repetition rate), it appears that high resolution (1.5 mX) output
from the dye laser-amplifier may be feasible with an average power of 15 mw.
This would be adequate for the proposed HSRL system.
The envisioned laser system is configured as follows: The original
design of Hansch (1972) for u» N- pumped dye laser is employed. This design
consists of a dye cell enclosed in a cavity which includes an uncoated flat
/
end window, the N_ laser pumped circulating dye cell, a beam-expanding tele-
scope, an intracavity etalon and a high blaze-angle echellc grating end
reflector. The output of the dye laser is coupled through a wide-spaced
confocal Fabry-Perot etalon into two amplifier dye cells in succession. Each
«* •.-/> ;
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dye cell does not require a resonant cavity fad each is pumped by a fraction
of the same H. laser pulse vhich initiated the dye laser operation. The
output of this system has a spectral width determined largely by the width
of the transmission peak of the external wide-spaced etalon, and by the
effects of Hcisenberg broadening due to the extremely short duration of N.
pump excitation. An attractive feature of this system is the absence of
cavity mod is other than those of the external resolving etaloa, and precise
tuning of the laser-amplifier output to the hi&h resolution PEFSIOS receiver
appears feasible.
\
Preliminary work has been carried out at the University of Wisconsin
Physics Department to investigate the possibility of using such a laser-
amplifier system for the HSRL project. Several dye laser-amplifier con-
figurations have bean tested. The most promising configuration employs an
N. pumped dye laser of essentially the original Hunsch design, with the
output coupled through an air-spaced plane Fabry-Perot etalon to a single
dye amplifier cell. The output of this dye laser amplifier configuration
is shown in Figure 4-20. The resolving (extern&l) etalon used an etalon
spacing of 9 mm with u coating finesse of 30.* An amplified output of
3.5 mwatt (average power with a 10 nsec pulse length at 60 Hz operation)
was obtained using e 0.12 watt (average power) N. laeer pump. The spectral
profile of the output closely follows the transmission profile of the 9 ran
spaced resolving etalon which nas a measured width of 5 wS. at 4800 A*. We
expect that future work with a resolving etalon of wider spacing (higher
spectral resolution) will allow a reduction of the spectral width to the
requirements of tkt HSRL system.
j ^
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Figure 4-20. High resolution Interferometer scan of N- pumped
dye. laser output, showing spectral width of 5 raA (FHHM) at
4880 X. Average power of the amplified output was 3,5 mwatt
with a 10 nsec pulse length at a 60 Hz repltltlon rate.
We have not had an opportunity to investigate flashlamp pumped dye sys-
tems to determine whether our requirements could be achieved with them.
Their generally much longer pulses (100ns or more compared to ^  3 ns) may
make it difficult to attain efficient operation while avoiding ultra-narrow
but unstable cavity modes. Generally, the overall efficiency of conventional
flaehlamp-ptsmped dye-systems is higher than for N_ laser-pumped systems.
Some considerations regarding this technique:
Pro:
1} The aerosol extinction coefficient 3 la uniquely determined at a parti-
&
cular wavelength.
•!/
2) The Instrumental requirements have been demonstrated in the laboratory.
3) The science of laser remote sensing of tbe atmosphere by means of ground
and aircraft based lidars is promoted by research in this area.
4) Solar heating rate computations require information about fJ over a broad
wavelength range. It multiapectral imagery with high spatial resolution is
available, then the technique described in Appendix 1V-2 can be used to derive
the total optical thickness of the aerosols as a function of wavelength. If
it is assumed that the aerosol size and composition are independent of alti-
tude thea & can be inferred as a function of wavelength for 0.3um <X< 2.5um.
a
Passive polarization measurements such as those proposed for the Nimbus G-ERB
experiment by Stowe and Uilleary (1975) may also provide information on
aerosol sizes. It should be noted, however, that the aoalyslo of such data
may be ambiguous (see the remarks by Kurlyan in the reference cited above).
Con:
1) Infrared heating rate computations require prior knowledge regarding
aerosol composition and size distributions before the 3fl values' derived «t
solar wavelengths can be introduced into a GCM. This problem is common
to all of the lidar techniques which are presented in this section.
2) Return optical power levels are marginal at Shuttle ranges. However,
high resolution laser technology is expected to advance over the coming years.
3) Receiver optics is sophisticated, and may require frequent maintenance.
Engineering developments should assume reliability by the time that the
Shuttle mission will occur.
These considerations render the KSRL technique most attractive for ground and
aircraft applications. The HSRL technique is somewhat marginal for Shuttle
applications, but the present limitations nay become less compelling in the
near future.
'pil<S!S?^ ^^ ^^ «^?fy'^
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4-i-b) System II; Multi-Wavelength, Low Spectral Resolution Lidar
This system employs au array of three or four flash lamp pumped dye
lasers, fired sequentially at a high repetition rate. It may alternatively
employ an M. laser to pump four dye cells. Photomultipllers measure returns
at each wavelength X.(j - 1,...,4). Each wavelength band is defined within
5 X - l A resolution. '.'•", - . - • - • • * . • * - .
Source; Multiple wavelengths by sequential firing of flash lamp pumped
'\ . dye cells. Alternatively, multiple wavelengths by superposition
j7 ; : of output from multiple dye cavities pumped by a common N« laser.
, Spectral width of each line * IR. Energy per pulse (all wave-
, lengths) ** SOyJ. Separation of lines - 1000 A in the range from
4000 to 7000 X. Repetition rate - 1 Hz (flash lamp), • 60 Hz(N2>.
. Pulse duration « 20ns (flash lamp), - 7ns(N ). Energy conversion
., efficiency = 0.3% (flash lanp), = 0.03% (N2J
Receiver; One interference filter (1 X resolution) per wavelength. Filter
transmittance = 50%. Average quantum efficiency of photomulti-
pliers=30%. . . . , _ -
Overall Efficiency; = 0.01% for N2 pumped system, 0.1% for flash lamp
pumped system.
Theory: . , „ ,. ' ..
This scheme measures
N x2
Four such measurements are taken at X (l < j < 4) . The Rayleigh extinction
profile is independently measured (e.g. from radiometric inversions). The
aerosol backscattering phase functions and the extinction coefficient are
assumed to be of the form:
and
a« j - vin'W'WflSiy^
' ' '
^^ ^^ ^^ jmm
--- -_'^ -J^ l^^ lLf?,;'fij
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Thus Che method yields four numbers fox each layer, viz A,B,C,D. If the
aerosol size distribution and composition are slowly varying functions of
altitude, some of these numbers may be Independent of altitude and the equa-
tions will be overdetermined.
Pro:
1) The technology Is relatively unsophisticated. Flash lamp pumped dye
lasers have been flown on aircraft.
2) The power utilization efficiency of flauh lamp pumped systems is approxi-
mately .1.2, which is convenient for remote stations with restricted power
sources.
3) An estimate of aerosol size can be derived directly.
Con:
1) Prior knowledge of the optical properties of aerosols is required to
constrain the choice of solutions to power laws; i.e. the representation
3 - • CA. assumes that the aeroEol size distribution obeys a power law.a
 ij j
2) Prior knowledge regarding aerosol composition is still required to incor-
porate results into GCM. . - - . . ' - •(-'!•*
3) The lifetime of the flash lamps or optical components subject to high
peak powers may be restrictive.
4) The simultaneous operation of four lafter systems may be operationally
difficult.
5) The science of remote sensing of the atmosphere by means of lasers wilJ
not be significantly advanced.
4-4-c) System III: Angular Scanning System
A lldar system is considered which alternately fires toward nadlt and
at an angle ahead of the vehicle which transports the lid-r. The same volume
of atmosphere is thus probed at two angles at slightly different times.
- -
r»— j*.^ ;*" ' ;y,'j zm-'rj-fmwj<y?t**!-'l."3i .Fv^ ":j^ *i»<|p7i?^ jiy>"->.'ui •*Tgr™»'nj;'g*'j"ivityi,Ni-"fT)';
£9i3s5^ jaiE&&i>^ 55^ i^^ ii1!!4;i^ ^
DeLuisi et al. (1975) have explored a ground based lidar system which utilize*
a combination of the multiple wavelength end multiple . ngle approaches.
Theory: . . „
Given a lidar system which measures N. • N + N from the same atoio-0 m a
spheric volume at angles 6. and 6., the lidar equations to be solved are
N(8k) -
*
 8ecek
3 V*
<£'."•+-fiT B u ) • exp[-2 sec9.a a K.
for k - and
E A n u
o r r
hco Assuming that the range interval u is
independent of pointing angle, and that the atmosphere is horizontally
homogeneous on the average in the region of interest, the various optical
properties (analogous to Eqs. 4-3,2a) can be solved for as follows:
i) r.verage slab aerosol extinction coefficient
R^ -
4-4, 4a
ii) aerosol optical depth
fX
(0,x ) • T(0,x ) -a o 3 dx 4-4,4b
iii) integrated optical depth
x 1 8ec9
R<e2)
iv) scattering ratio
N(9)
S - • exp I 2sec6 • T(0,j
m m
v) aerosol volume backscattering coefficient
B_ (tr)
_3_
Sir
' .V
I:
,<
. i
*f*r^ vi*^ ?^r?f*r**?Z^ ;^^ '-'ZzrT'-
• • - • > . '.-.>.-'. •; ."•••-, r-.~f-,^- " __XlJ.'.- ; , -,
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vl) average slab phase function for backscatterlng
4-4,4f
A
It is very important in the error anal/sis that the quantity * - |sec6.-sec9, |
should be as large as possible. However, the equations are physically unreal-
istic as 8. or 9. approaches ir/2 radians. A good selection would be 9, - zero
I •*• 'i * ; 1
radians (vertical) and 6. - n/3 radians so that * - 2.
I. -I1/-- . I ;••.-. • -• • •
' - , ! • -
The errors are as follows: <
. i) average slab aerosol extinction coefficient (from 4-4,4a)
[63.
4 4
ii) aerosol optical depth (from 4-4,4b)
[6Ta(0,xo)]2 - I6t(0,xo)]2 + [6Tm(0,xo)]2
iii) integrated optical depth (from 4-4,4c)
4(sec6 _
 8ec6 )2
iv) scattering ratio (from 4-4, 4d)
(Ml]2 ^ (__m}2(6|}2
v) aerosol volume backflcattering coefficient (from 4-4,4e)
B
 (fl) -5 AC •> 53m , 6u ,t a **• .oo«* . , , * . . m. ^
4-4,5a
4-4,5b
4-4,5c
4-4,5d
4-4,Se
I r
•r ' ,
^
*Irr^ •^ tt^ .^ «^.B^ yJT•^ .^..^  ^^  „,„__.„„
•
 ( (<•-.->•- H^-:"1--;^ ?;?*^ ^^
vi) average slab aerosol phase function for backacattering (from 4-4, 4f)
6 IP 6B(n)
a
 - -
JPa(ir)
Pro:
1) The aerosol optical properties are well defined at a particular wavelength.
2) The laser and detection systems could be unsophisticated, i.e. low resolu-
tion flash lamp pumped dye lasers and low resolution receiver systems could
be employed. ' ,- ' ,, • „;
Con: - • , , - " : ' - ' ' " • , - - '1:"'"''"'
1) Figuring aim. diameter receiver mirror to provide good optics at *• ± 30*
off axis,appears to be expensive. The implementation of this scheme on a
Shuttle appears to be more difficult than the preceding schemes. A smaller
rotating mirror could be mounted in a pod outside an aircraft, but the cost
of building an F.A.A. approved pod would be high. A multiple transmitter
i - *„.. 1
system is also a high cost item.
2) Prior knowledge regarding aerosol size and composition is required to
incorporate the Q profiles derived by this technique into a G.C.M.
a
3) Although considerable technical effort would be required for rairror
engineering, the science of remote sensing by lidar from a Shuttle would
be negligibly advanced.
'-i
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4-4-d) System IV: Broad Band High ResolutionSystem
This scheme is similar In principle to System 1 (HSRL) except that all
of the light from an N. laser is utilized directly. The brocd spectral cut-
put of the laser is spread in angle as a function of wavelength so that high
spectral resolution is obtained as a function of angle. The receiver system
is matched to the transmitter so that radiation which is received at a par-
ticular angle must arrive with t'.ie appropriate corresponding wavelength, see
Appendix IV-3.
Source: N, laser-etalon-amplifier combination with off-axio etalon to give
a wavelength-encoded angular distribution of laser light with a
recolution of 0.001 8 at 3371 X. Energy per pulsa - .003J. Repe-
tition rate - 60 Hz. Pulse duration • 7ns. Enerry conversion
efficiency = 0.1%.
Receiver; Off-axis three etalon system for high resolution (0.00l8) notch
and spike and moderate rejection of scattered solar continum.
Transmittance of instrument ™ 3%. Quantum efficiency of photo—
multiplier - 40%.
Overall efficiency = 0.001%.
Limitation; Only useful over short ranges (ground or airplane based) due to
possible multiple scattering across wavelength encoded zones In
the field of view, which would effectively degrade the effective
spectral resolution of the system.
Pro:
1) The derived quantities are well defined at a particular wavelength.
2) The techniques have been demonstrated in the laboratory and the system Is
reasonably straightforward to implement, (see Appendix IV-3a.)
3) The power utilization efficiency lies between methods #1 and #11.
4) The science of laser remote sensing from the ground and aircraft can be
advanced.
'r'l.
s j
-•-
n
^^™.'T'^~ ry^ ':^ -^^ p^ ^^ ig?ffyr:;r^ -^ yt".;-^ "-y'g;?
Con: , . . , . - . .
1) Multiple scattering in heavy hazes observed from the Shuttle la expected
to render It Impossible to uniquely assign angles to wavelengths ir the
receiver system. However the scheme should not be subjected to this limita-
tion in ground and aircraft applications where the separation between the
lidar and the atmosphere is smaller, (see Appendix IV-3b)
i
2) High efficiency coatings for ultraviolet radiation are difficult to
- ' • ; ! • • ifabricate.!^ , [
•' - • •i i , - >
3) Prior knowledge regarding aerosol size distributions and composition is
required to'incorporate this data into a G.C.M.
' \
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Appendix IV-1 . . - - .
Qg the Derivation of Atmospheric Penalty from a Temperature Profile in a
Dry Atmosphere.
Using the equation of state for an ideal gas and the hydrostatic approxi-
mation, the derivative of pressure P with respect to height z is
where R « 2.87 x 10 erg gm" eK~ is the gas constant for dry air and g la
the acceleration of gravity. Eq. 1 has the solution
p(r) - p(h) exp [-J* f(z)dz] lV-1,2
for ,
f (z) • T • -j— + gR~ *T~
d
* IV-1,3
where p(h) and T(h) are the atmospheric density and temperature at height h,
respectively. The error In this calculation is
XV-1.4
T(h)
Breaking up the las; term of Eq. IV-1. 4 into N layers of width u, and letting
— - -P ) ! be constant throughout the atmosphere, then
r» . cI>* - fl
Slry 1T' U
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Values of £, as a function of height are plotted for various values of u
in Figure IV-1,1•
1723 ieoo 1900 1990
Figure IV-1,1. Values for C.
 v plotted for several values of u as a function
of height.
-'
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Appendix 1V-2 : Determination of the Dependence of the Optical Thickness
of Aeroeolo on Wavelength
The total optical thickness of aerosol layers can be determined as a
function of wavelength by means of passive imagery of the earth's surface.
This appendix will outline a possible technique that may be employed for
this purpose.
1V-2.1 Introduction
The contrast of images of the earth's surface obtained with spectro-
photometric inutrumentation carried on board aircraft and earth orbiting
satellites is frequently degraded by atmospheric haze. This problem has
been comprehensively reviewed by Duntley et al. (1964). The solution of
radiative transfer problems has advanced since Duntley et al. (1957)
Identified the factors which affect image contrast degradation so that
acceptable models of contrast degradation can now be developed.
A method is presented to compute the degradation of contrast as a
function of the following parameters:
1. Optical thickness of the haze
2. Scattering characteristics of- the haze particles
I 3. Solar zenith angle and viewing zenith and azimuth angles
; 4. Mean surface albedo
;; 5. Contrast of surface features
{
j* The following analysis may be used to determine the optical thickness
5
I of the haze by measuring the radiances reflected from small objects.
j?
t;
4 This problem has been investigated by Sreltling and PilipovskyJ (1970),
Van de Kulst (1971) and Kondratyev et al. (1973). These studies considered
IT(Af ,
m,0
jo
m-Q
1 if m -o
0 if m t1 0
-1
Mo)cos
|J )CO8
IV
'
2
'
la
IV-2,lb
Where 8Q - cos UQ and 9 « cos" n are the solar and viewing zenith angles re-
spectively, and $ is the azimuth angle measured from the solar azimuth shown in
Pig. IV-2,1.
*The adding procedure is described in detail by van de Hulst (1962), A New Look
at Multiple Scattering Mimeographed Report N.A.S.A., Goddard Institute of Space
Studies, New York. Unfortunately this report was not widely circulated.
.^»>-.^ iy^ i!in^ »qSiH^ '3^ ^^ ^^
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surface features which are horizontally semi-infinite i.e. the mean free path of'
photons is small compared to the scale of surface features. Sucn schemes are ap-if
I
t
plicable to surfaces which have features on a ecale which exceeds M. km.
However, much imaging over land masses concerns Itself with features
which are on a scale which is smaller than M. km. The present analysis
addresses itself to the computation of contrast of such features viewed
through hazes.
IV-2.2 Analysis
Consider a plane parallel hazy atmosphere of optical thickness, T? il-
luminated from above by a parallel solar irradiance,? ,per unit area perpen-
dicular to the incident beam. The radiances diffusely reflected and trans-
mitted are I and I respectively and they can be expressed in eter for unit
R T
incident irradiance in a given spectral pass band. The reflection and trans-
mission functions, R and T are defined in tertua of the radiances in the
manner described by Irvine (1968).
00 ,
1
- \
'\
.-K<r»ys&vg»y»g37?^ f^^
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Fig.IV-2,1. Schematic view of coordinates vhich define th« reflected radi«nc«,
IR(Af. A, y, yo, 41), see IV-2,la.
f:
3-
1
fe.
The surfaces are assumed to Lambertian so that radiances reflected froa
the eurface are azimuthally symmetric. Specular reflectors would contribute to
azimuthally dependent terms, R (p, p ). The underlying surface is assumed to
D O
be characterized by an albedo A, for the small features and by a mean albedo A
of the surface, averaged over a horizontal scale exceeding the order *v» 1 km.
s,*'"
The reflection and transmission functions of the haze alone are designated
R* and T*; they can be found by the doubling method vhlch ia described by
m o
Hansen (1969), for example. The reflection function R is found by adding
S .-•
Ilr "^*frY'*;;*ir''*lr^ *^ •"•'"'9rT"*TCVTO«rr!tt?*^ *^*^ ->ftr^ -im-m,~*m .";.. ^.. uj. ^, ..kj^jgri-.^...,.^,.., r^-rer-fTOi-R^ ,.-,,,., -vT-nmi-j-m^
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together the reflection find transmission functions froa the haze and the ground |
in the following way: : i
Q!<U. y0) -
Qn<y.
S(U.P0)
- 2
o Ro(»'
Qn(W, p )
lV-2,2a
IV-2,2b
IV-2,3
S(y.
2A f^
.
)U
Ho + 2e
for n > 0
IV-2,4b
IV-2,5
IV-2.6
1V-2.7
In IV-2,4a , D is proportional to the downward directed radiance striking
the ground, and in IV-2,4b , U is proportional to the radiance averaged over the
horizontal surface propagating upward from the ground. The az:Luithally averaged
reflection froa the haze and the surface feature is R in IV-2,5. This quantity
is the sun of radiances reflected from;
i) the haze
11) the ground in the direction u'; the radiance is ccattered into the direc-
tion y by the haze. The ground albedo. A, is averaged over all features.
11.1) the surface feature in the direction y;the radiance is extinguished but
not scattered as It propagates in the direction y. The surface feature
has an albedo A .
Eq. lV-2,7 is a consequence of the Lambertian characteristic of the surface.
The quantity, ty, in IV-2,6 is a contrast transmission function whose values '
lie between 1 for T •» 0 and 0 for T - °°; it is proportional to a stellar quantity
defined by Duntley et al. (1964). The difference between radiances reflected
nn^ w^ t^^ T^ s^^ f^ r^ ^^
"' '-;.--:-"'~ i^ '.r'V-'j".--"^ '^ """'-'^ "^ ^ '-''-^ ~^'f':f-:S''~T'\''^ '^^'-'<^\- '-""'""^ .V',^ -7"/" "':'' '-^''V^il.'-"!! -'"Ci^ "' l^ *' '7 *f«
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from pairs of surface features neasured at a common zenith angles la inde-
pendent of asiauth angle, vi«
I IV-2'8
- It an observer has prior knowledge regarding the albedos of recognizable
features A., A- and A and if he measures P and p, the difference in measured
radiances can be used to determine the optical thickness, T, of the atmospheric
tiaze trom the \l> function.
The optical thickness of a haze can be determined if no prior knowledge
regarding any surface features is available. The difference, 61 ,, between
* R> *
radiances reflected froa surface features which may be both shaded and unshaded
from direct sunlight by a large object, can be computed froa IV-2,6:
61
R.1 IV-2,9
61
These quantities are proportional to the solar irradiance which is reflected from
the surface feature and which passes through the haze undeflected by scattering.
Combining eqs. (8) and (9) yieldsan expression which is a function of optical
depth, the mean surface albedo, and the viewing and solar zenith angles only:
[I (A , A, u,
 V ,$)-! (A A, p. u ,
R
 [61 - 61 l -
R 1 1 R 1 2
< + --> _
U Wo <KA,T,v,u) iv-2,10
The optical thickness of the haze can be obtained from this expression because
p and p can be measured and A can be estimated.
IV-2,3 Numerical Examples;
Various mixtures of black earth and deciduous trees viewed at wave length
A - 0.8 pa are modelled to illustrate the degradation of contrast produced by
,«i
fi
•i
-I1
 .!.-
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has*. This wavelength is selected for the example because Rayleigh scatter!**
and gaseoua absorption »ay be conveniently neglected, however the present
method is appllcabl. to other wavelengths if due attention ia devoted to
i
these considerations. ' I-
The hare is assumed to be represented by a water hare K defiaed by [
Deirmendjian (1969). This model assumes that the haze particle sire distri- j
bution i s represented b y : . . - . - . • - |
n(r) - 5.33 z 10" r exp(-8.94r1/2) , . . IV-2,11 j
where r is in ym and n(r) la in cm" V1. It is. assumed that the phase function I
for A - 0.7 ym is valid at A - 0.8 i». and that the albedo for single scattering is!
i
u - .99999. The hare is assumed to have optical thickness values T - 0.5 and
 ;..
o
T - 2.0. These optical thicknesses correspond to haze layers, which, if they are •
M. 0 km thick, are characterized by visibility ranges of ^ 3 km and * 2 km respectively!
* ;
The albedo of trees at A - 0.8 ym is A - .53 and the albedo of soil is j
A « .05, see Krinov (1953). Four cases are illustrated in Fig. IV-2,2: j
a i
_ i
1. A small isolated bare soil patch exists in a forest so that A - At-.53 j
' A «• .05. Table 1 shows the ra'diances reflected fron trees and j8
 !
soil for several solar and viewing angles. i
2. A small group of trees exists in a region of bare earth so thatA-Afl-.05, e
A - .53. Table 2 shows the reflected radiances as described above. ;
t
3. A broken forest covers half a region of bate soil A - .29, A£ • .53, :
A - .05. Table 3 shows the reflected radiances. j
4. A semi-infinite bare earth abutts against a semi-infinite deciduous |
forest A • .53, A - .05. The radiances emerging frca tree covered j
t ^ J
areas are presented in tables la, and Ic and rhoae emerging froa bare j
soil areas are presented in tables 2a and 2c. >
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I«ble 1
Trooi A - .33 At • .53 tolli X- .11 Ag • .01
T - U.S .
V
.1? .
.38
.62
.96
.17
.38
.62
• .96
t • 2.0
.17
.38
.61
.96
.17
.3ft
.«2
.96
»o
.38
.38
.38
.38
.63
.83
.83
.83
,
.38
.38
.38
.38
.83
.83
.83
.83
« .o-
.339
.151
.08)
.041
.1*7
.1*6
.1*1
.US
4 - «0*
.100
.081
.069
.060
.12}
.137
.»»
.1)8
4 - 110'
."60
.062
.061
.060
.110
.131
.137
.1*0
e
.397
.2J6
.119
.064
.167
.172
.158
.142
.12*
.109
.08S
.062
.136
.152
.149
.1*2
.069
.072
.067
.060
.113
.«5
.1*3
.1*5
4 • ISO*
.071
.071
.065
.05?
.109
.132
.1*1
.1*1
.080
.082
.072
.059
.112
.137
.1*9
.1*7
b
4-0 '
.329
.137
.063
.031
.103
, .086
.07}
.06*
4-60'
.090
.068
.0*6
.0)0
.080
.077
.072
.06}
* - HO'
.030
.049
.019
.030
.06}
.071
.Wl
.066
* • HO*
.061
.037
.043
.030,
.063
.073
.073
.067
4
.397
.216
.117
.059
.162
.165
.1*9
.128
.124
.109
.08*
.037
.130
.5*5
.1*0
.128
.069
.071
.Ot}
.0)5
.107
.128
.134
.130
.080
.081
.070
.034
.106
.129
.1*0
.13)
T.bU I
Soil: A - .03 A • .03 trttmi A • .03 A. - .3)
T - 0.3 •
V
.17
.38
.62
.96
.17
.38
.62
.96
va
.38
.38
.38
.M
.8)
.83
.83
.8)
4 - 0 *
.)08
.108
.038
.012
.069
.0*0
.0/3
.018
1 - 2
.17
.38
.62
.96
.17
.36
.62
.96
.3d
.38
.38
.38
.83
.81
.6)
.8)
.381
.19*
.090
.030
.116
.102
.011
.0*2
« - 60'
.0*8
.039
.022
.012
.CA4
.0)1
.022
.018
4 - 120* 4 - 180*
.029
.020
.01*
.011
.0)2
.025
.021
.019
.0)9
.029
.018
.011
.0)1
.027
.025
.02:
c
.107
.086
.050
.078
.083
.081
.062
.042
.05J
.0*9
.0)8
.026
.062
.063
.036
.04*
.06*
.039
.0*)
.023
.061
.067
.062
.046
b
< - 0'
.317
.121
.060
.0*1
.112
.098
.089
090
4 • 60"
.018
.032
.0*3
.0*0
.089
.069
.087
.090
4 - HO*
.0)8
.0)3
.036
.0*0
.074
.083
.086
.091
4 • 180'
.0*9
.0*2
.0*0
.039
.07*
.083
.089
.09)
4
.381
.194
.091
.033
.121
.109
.079
.033
.107
.087
.038
.033
.090
.088
.071
.05)
.05)
.0*9
* .040
.0)0
.067
.072
.064
.037
.06*
.039
.0*3
.0)0
.066
.07)
.071
.031
i
} !
! 1
• I
-..-vV/^/I'W-^Hf^^^
13*
- Sclll » - .29 . Kf • .05 n««t I' .19 . A( • .Jl
t - O.i •
II
.17
.38
.62
.96
.17
' .38
.62
.96
„
.38
.38
.38
.38
.83
.83
.83
.83
* -.0*
.31»
.122
.050
.021
.086
.062
.049
-".041
t - J.O
.17
.38
.62
.9*
.17
.18
.67
•'*
.18
.18
.»
.18
.83
.8)
.81
.83
.389
".20}
".103
.044
.138
,131
.108
.083
«-60-
.079
.053
.034
.021
.063
.054
.047
.041
t ' no*
.039 •
.034
• .026
.020
.048
.048
.046
.042
« - 183*
.oso
.043
.030
.020
.048
.049
.030
.044
t
.115
.097
.069
.042
.106
.111
.099
.083
.060
.060
.031
.040
.084
.09}
.093
.08}
.071
.070
.056
.039
.032
.096
.099
.087
k
, -c-
.328
.136
.072
.0)1
.129
.111
.115
.114
« • 60*
.Ot9
.066
.036
.050
.107
.31)
.112
.114
» - 120"
.049
.047
.048
•°»»
.09*
.107
.111
.11}
« - JSO*
.060
.0)6
.0)2
.049
.091
.108
.11)
.117
«
.389
.204
.104
.049
.14)
.139
.117
.097
.11)
.W
.071
.047
.112
.118
.108
.097
.061
.060
.OS)
.044
.089
.102
.102
.098
.071
.070
.058
.043
.087
.10)
.108
.101
Table 4. Fovnvtrd Directed Irradlanc* function
rl
"o
.17
.38
.67
.83
.96
1 - O.S
» - .05 .29 .53
.565
.563
.477
.«0/
.309
.37>
-SH
.491
.418
.37*
.589
.596
.3t6
.430
.339
t - 7.0
.0*
.427
.588
.698
.733
.734
.29
.451
.621
.739
.774
.772
.53
.477
.657
.783
.819
.613
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Co»« I Cat* 2
Caae 3 Catt 4
Fig.lV-2,2 Schematic views of various casia shoving trees and soil
which are considered in this study.
Predicted radiances can be found by multiplying the tabulated value* by
F (the incident solar irradiance in the bandpass of the detector). For exampla,
o
if a spectrophotometer with a .01 Pa bandpass is utilized at A • 0.8 pa,
Kondratyev (1969) gives the incident solar irradiance F - 11.35 v a sterad" .
Examples of the downward directed diffuse irradiance tunctiou .
l
2 f D(A, T, y'. p )M'du', which appears in IV-2,6 are presented in table 4. 1
11
IV-2.4 Discussion;
Inspection of tables 1 through 3 reveal a number of characteristics a
Comparison of radiances computed for V " .38 and M £ .38 in tables Ic
and Id, 2c and 2d and 3c and 3d show that if the sun is near the horizon,
ground features cannot be distinguished through « thick has* b*-*r the hori-
,
'' '
Y/r yr
 ' ' "' '"' '""' '"'" ' ' '" — " ' '"•' "''• ""'"•' ---: ••- • .- •--'-• - ^ ~ ^ y f r , ? - *
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zon even though such features may be evident near nadir.
All of the tables show that for y - .38, the radiances reflected from
the haze at the solar azimuth angle are greater than those emerging at 180*
from the solar azimuth angle. This is consistent with the observation th&t
hazes produce a glare when viewed in the direction of rising or setting sun;
it is a consequence of the forward peaked phase function of the haze. ;
/' All of the tables show that if y - .83, tha radiances vhlch are scat- >
' . O '
tered at <£>•*,180° can be slightly larger than those reflected at the aolar
azimuth angle. The phase function used in these computations had a slight back-
scatter ing peak, see Deirmendjian (1969),which causes this phenomenon. i
i ' . ! ' . ' - / . , i
i It is noteworthy that I - 1 , the difference between radiances •
f, - - -' K, t R, 8 ;
i
reflected from trees and soil, for a given u aad u is found to be indepen-
dent of azimuth angle. This is a consequence of the Lambertian character of !
i
these surfaces and it follows from IV-2,5 and lV-2,6. ' 'i
Representative values 01 the downward directed diffuse irradiance function ;
which appears in IV-2,6 are presented in table 4. Valued of this function ;
which are appropriate for various values of T, y and A can be obtained by inter-
polation of the numbers presented in that table. It should be noted that the
earth's curvature renders results obtained for y < 0.3 somewhat unreliable.
-' o
Visual contrast is defined by Middleton (1952) as
{. • . IV-2,12
where I is the radiance reflected by an object and II is the radiance re-R * R
fleeted by the background. The distinction between object and background ±a
not clear if an inhomogeneous surface is viewed from above. Duntley et al.
(1964) introduced a modulation contrast function which avoids the need to
distinguish which surface feature comprises on object and which In the background
CM *
v
 CR » (1R - IV-2.13
, '-rf ••> |
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We will use CR in the following discussion. . '
The contrast expected when the sun ia high in the sky fti • .83) and the
o
ground is viewed near nadir (p - .96) has been computed to illustrate the effect
of haze on a satellite image obtained near noon. This contrast, C , is plotted
R
against optical depth for the four cases considered in Fig. IV-2,3. Mote that in
the limit of ar optically thin haze, CR • (At~A8)/(At+A8). The saall objects
(cases 1, 2 and 3) are obscured much more rapidly by increasing the thlcknes*
of the haze than are the large objects considered in case 4. This is due to the
veiling effect of the haze caused by light reflected from the surface,
especially in case 1 where A • .53. .
1.0
75
.50
0.
M =.96
* -83
4
Fig.IV-2,3. Modulation contrast function, C , as a function of the optical
IV
thickness of hazy atmosphere covering surfaces shown in FigJV-2,2.
The number on each curve identifies tb« ease considered.
/
'
 f
- ~ * * ^
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Fig. IV-2,3 shows that the semi infinite representation of a horizontally
inhomogeneous surface (case 4) overestimates the modulation contrast if the
surface is actually.heterogeneous on a horizontal scale which is eiaaller than
1 km. Multiple reflections between the hazy atmosphere and the surface degrade
the modulation most severely if the surface is highly reflecting (see case 1
with large A).
It should be noted that the visual modulation contrast la proportional
to the logarithmic response of the human eye; however,much data obtained
from photoelectric remote sensing instrumentation is proportional to reflected
radiances, I0. Such data is obtained in digital .fora so that the elgoritha !K
which we have developed can be applied to digitized itsages even though it la
core sophisticated than logarithmic compression.
IV-2.5 Conclusion: \
i
A method to derive the total optical thicknebs of an atmospheric har-e '
i
has been developed from radiative transfer theory. / |
If two recognizable objects whose albedos are known to be A.^  end A.J ere j
found at zenith angle u, If the mean albedo of the extended surface, A, can be
estimated and if the solar zenith angle \a'Q can be measured, then the contrast '.
transmission function, <j>, can be determined. If no prior knowledge regarding
the albedos of surface features is available, but if some features are observed
to be partially shaded from the direct colar radiation by a large object, then if can
also be determined. The optical thickness which corresponds to the derived * c«a be
found from table 4 aud IV-2,6. Measuring the reflected radiances at various
wavelengths will therefore yield the optical thickness as a function of the .
corresponding wavelengths. j
r
. i
• .',•
r-**-^  f.*i- S, -1-'- *"_' f t J. =wU
> /''.I "*'/,*" v V-'v--" "'-"-:""--'-' - f''"-.'''"-'i,'.'"^ -^1 '.'~'-'--:','f'''L;--. -'-• """--",'"K/;"-- •"-"-,-'-" V"
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Appendix IV-3: The Direct Use of a Nitrogen Laser for a Broed Band High
Resolution Lidar (System IV)
IV-3a) Experimental Considerations of System IV
In preliminary experiments we showed that Individual lines from the
N_ laser output at 3370 A can be as narrow as about 4mA; however the energy
is distributed among a large number of 'ines covering an approximately 1 A
bandwidth. Consequently, using conventional practices, an impractically
small fraction of the N. laser light is available for the high-resolution
schene.
It would be possible to make use of the full output energy if the output
could be directed to obey the prooer wavelength vs. angle law. An explanation
and demonstration of this scheme is contained in the papers of Trauger and
Roesler (1972), Roesler and Stoner (1973), and Trauger et al.(1973).
Basically the scheme is to match the change in wavelength with viewing angle
to the angular dispersion of the spectrometer. As shown in the references,
excellent results are obtained when the wavelength vs. angle is produced by
source motion. To apply this idea to the atmosphere, it is necessary to
illuminate the atmosphere with light having the proper X vs. 8 behavior.
What needs to be demonstrated is that one can force the laser output
to deliver its energy in the proper A va 8 relationship. Since a special
N, laser would have to be built for this purpose, we have investigated the
possibilities using an N. pumped dye cell. The A vs 0 function was obtained
using a wedge etalon as shown in Fig. IV-3,1.
-iZc. J^ Z-t^ tefr'-ifrf ,-j
 r- ;,aji--m^  jfin'i r«fr*'-
L^ -nr^ r^
i *'"
! 3
mirror wedged
eCalon dye cell
Fig. IV-3,1. Schematic view of a system IV transmitter.
Light passing through the top of the etalon has wavelength A_. It reflects
from the mirror back through the same part of the etalon and is directed
by the lens through the active region of the dye cell at angle 0 . Similarly
ligbt of wavelength A. passes through the lower portion of the dye cell and
finally emerges at angle 6^; intermediate wavelengths are found at inter-
mediate angles. Figure IV-3,2 shows a photograph of the output light dis-
persed horizontally by a coarse grating. Five grating diffraction orders
Fig. IV-3,2. Output of laser system IV prototype. Output angle is
displayed vertically, while grating dispersion is horizontal. Dis-
persion in nighest (right-most) order is 'v-SA/mm. Lower exposure is
for a smaller wedge angle.
of the active range of the dye are seen, each crossed by several diagonal
bands (one for sach etalon order) demonstrating the change of wavelength
with angle. The picture is a double exposure in which the wedge angle has
_.. —_, _, - .
;*)•'; '-TV-
A ' . . m
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been changed between exposures, and consequently Jhe wavelength difference
between top and .bottom of the etalon is different..' While this was a low
resolution experiment for demonstration purposes only, the application of
the principle to high resolution is straightforward. Fig. lV-3,3 shows
the set-up used .to obtain the result?.
• ; 'v'^ f :'j|ti',; \ ' ~'
* --^fRHfv -
• '-*iir -rf-t-",li •
:•» fH^ .!-K
^x^lAIOHfe
5^
Fig. 1^ -3,3. View of N_-pumped dye laser system configured
system IV type transmitter. Note output projected on wall.
as
Tc aake this scheme work with the N laser one must use a slightly
different approach, the elements of which have been demonstrated. As shown
above, to achieve the proper X vs.6 behavior, the active medium must be
dirscted. Since the dye cell is short and can amplify at any X within its
range, an etalon is sufficient for this. The N_ laser is highly super-
radiant and photons generated spontaneously at one end are amplified as
they travel down the discharge tube. In order to prevent this, properly
selected "leader photons" must be present in the laser tube before it
becomes active. This can be accomplished by tbe following proposed
oscillator-amplifier scheme: Two lasers are triggertd by the same spark
gap trigger, the first laser being adjusted to become active 3-4 ns before
.'• '!)
i/
'A
7/
-' - — - \-J ^ - / i ~ - __ ^J 7,,
 JJ--^-~
'^ ^^ f^^ ^^ 'V^ r^ rr-^ ^^ anviff^
'
, , '••,'*' ""
 v
' *-
..*• ' -
;
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S^i
1
i
-M^ Ssr;.'-
the second. The output of the first is filtered by an external passive
v
etalon to obey the proper X vs. 6 function and fills the second with leader
photons by the time it becomes active. Thus a high output
i
is obtained -• -
with about half the overall efficiency of a single, undirected laser output.
•"••"• : 1 /i /
> .=<!
- - - - 1
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The oscillator-passive etalon-amplifier has been satisfactorily tested
using nitrogen pumped dye cells as shown in Fig. IV-3,4.
\ \
X vs. 9
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output beam-splitter
Fig. IV-3,4. Simplified schematic view of oscillator-amplifier dye
laser for system IV use.
The experiments with the N laser-pumped dye cells have been conducted
to demonstrate the principles and gain experience with the various possi-
bilities before desig-.-ing a special N laser system. The experiment
illustrated in Fig. IV-3,4 has been conducted *.ith a large gap etalon
providing high resolution. We have also conducted experiments to determine
the optimum timing of pulses in the dye laser - amplifier combinations.
Since the N laser pulse is short, it is important that the pumping radiation
reach the amplifier dye cell properly timed so that maximum efficiency is
obtained in amplifying the narrowed etalon output. The delays caused in
narrowing the oscillator output by the grating-etalon combination are
significant,, and the scheme shown in Ftg. IV-3,4 is not optimum; greater
"->
w^ raEsgIi5^ ^
delay should be provided by lengthening the N laser light path to the
amplifier dye cell.
The status of experiments aimed at optimizing the timing is as
follows: we have noted the delays and the loss of efficiency when the
separation between the grating and dye cell Is increased, and have made
some attempts to increase the efficiency by adjusting the timing. ~"-«e
efficiency experiments have been somewhat inconclusive. Partly there has
! '
been insufficient time to do the careful experiments necessary and partly
, 1
- !i ;there 'is, a need to make several new mountings, obtain new optics with
? * ?
proper specifications, and make modifications to the dye laser apparatus.
These experiments will continue, and progress may be expected in the
coming months.
Experiments are also being madu to determine the optimum dye cell
size and the optimum splitting of the N. laser light. Considerable progress
has been made, but more careful work under more carefully controlled
conditions is required.
IV-3b) Theoretical Limitations of System IV.
The broad band high spectral resolution lidar system is designed so
that the radiance which is propagated at an angle ty with respect to the
laser axis is a unique function of the wave length. Similarly the radiance
which is bockscattered co the lirtar receiver is expected to be a unique
function of ty", the angle between the propagated direction and the receiver
axis. The iidar system is designed so that:
ipdi^ = i|»'dij»' and iKA) - *'(*> IV-3,1
The angle 4> is proportional to 6 and the ratio of the apertures of
the lidar and the etalon system.
A spectral resolution 6X - 1Q~ X at,3371 X corresponds to
,_
\ ' ; -'-'.- *-<.'•' ••-•'.'- ' •.'-'.--";„'. " ' .-. • '.*-'' ft ' !•>• . . .V _ _ __ __, _ _L-^ . - . i /• i ii - I ^ '
---------- ......... ...... " ..... - ' "" \t-r-'.
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x 10 :IV-3,2
where c is the wavt number.
The resonance condition in an etalon with spacing £ and refractive
index y requires
2yfco cos8 • k ;
where k is an integer, and 6 is the angle between the optic axis and the
direction of propagation. For two adjacent angular zones n and n+1,
a cos6 - o ,,cos6 .,
n n n+1 n+1
which can be rewritten, for 8« 1,
°n+ien+l
or
if
n
26a
_. _ ± = e2 - e2
a R n+1 n
,-46 - 0 , 8. •• 7.7 x 10 radO i
IV-3.3
IV-3,4
and
If the etalon system is designed to accept 20 zones, i.e. n • 20, then the
maximum receiver field of view angle 4.s
620 - 3.45 x 10~3 radians lV-3,5
The ratio of apertures of the telescope and the etalon reduce this angle
so that for a 5 cm diaui. etalon system and a 1 m diam. telescope which f.a
proposed for the Shuttle
<£' - 1.72 x 10~4 radian . IV-3,6a
while an aircraft system with 3 20 cm diameter telescope has
t|>' - 6.90 x 10"4 radians. IV-3,6b
Conditions cited in Eq. lV-3,1 can be achieved if single scattering Is
the only scattering mechanism; however, multiple scattering degrades the
angular and hence the spectral resolution of the proposed high spa
146
resolution lidnr system.
The theory developed by Weinman (1975) was uaed to estimate the magnitude
of multiple scattering. The hazes which we investigated were assumed to have
extinction coefficients 8 - 2 km and 0.2 km which are Independent of
altitude. These models correspond to visibilities of 2 and 20 km respectively.
These conditions are found at the surface for the BF - 10 and BF • 1 models
respectively; see Tables 3-1 and 3-2. The lidar is assumed to be located
distances h from the haze; h « 185 km for the Shuttle case and h « 10 km
o o o
for the aircraft case. The phase function is approximated by the parameters
applicable to Haze-C cited in Table 1 of the Weinman paper, K. and MI are
the total and the singly scattered lidar return measurements.
Table IV-3,1. Ratio of Multiple to Single Scattering, (M^ -M^ /M , from
a System IV Lidar.
Shuttle (b - 185 km)
Aircraft (hQ - 10 km)
g o 2 km"1
.213
..065
6 - 0.2 km"1
.030
.008 . . .
The entries in Table IV-3,1 represent the proportion of multiply scattered
lidar photons which both enter the atmosphere within the angle <{;' (Eqns. IV-3,6)
and return within the same angle. Since any multiply scattered photon has
roughly a .95 probability of being received in a different resolution zone,
this has the effect of degrading the high spectral resolution and nullifying
the potential advantage of this technique.
(1) The distance separating the'lidar from the haze, h , is designated H'
by Weinman. .
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In summary, the scheme presented here for producing a wavelength encoded
angular distribution of laser radiation, together with a properly tuned
PEPSIOS receiver, make it possible to use a larger proportion of the
available direct N. radiation in a proposed HSRL system. In the example
presented here, 2Z of the available N_ energy available across a 1 X band
width, has been utilized at an effective resolution of 10 8. However,
the solid angle of the field of view has been correspondingly Increased 20-
1 !
fold. Thus solar background radiation has also increased 20-fold. This
. | . - • ,
scheme'is susceptible to degradation of the spectral resolution due to
- |i ' ;
multiple scattering within the field of view, as discussed above. Finally,
the tolerance in angular alignment of the laser and receiver field of view
has been decreased by a factor of l/2/20~.
!/
.{'(•
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5-0 Conclusion
The most widely dispersed aerosol In the atmosphere originates over
deserts. Models of the desert aerosol were defined on the basis of the
varied data presented in the literature. Radiative heating and cooling rateti
produced by such model aerosols were computed using computational schemes
which are sufficiently fast yet accurate enough to be incorporated into
General Circulation Models. (The results obtained from General Circulation
Models which include perturbations due to desert aerosols are not present id
in this report. The first results are emerging as this conclusion is being
written.) General Circulation Models are inherently noisy due'to the finite
temporal and spatial increments which they employ. Such noise corresponds
to an uncertainty of 0.5°C/day in the heating rate. An analysis was con-
ducted to show how this uncertainty in heating rate ultimately manifests
Itself on the aerosol optical extinction profile. This analysis provided
the foundation for the design of two specific lldar systems: one which could
be flown on the Shuttle missions and the other on an aircraft-.
High Spectral Resolution Lldar (or HSRL) systems may be used to sep-
arate the light scattered by aerosols from that scattered by molecules in
order to determine vertical profiles of the aerosol extinction coefficient.
All HSRL systems considered were eyesafe for the unaided eye looking up from
the Earth's surface.
It was found that the HSRL dye laser experiment is feasible for air-
craft deployment using present technology. Solar noise is not a problem due
to the relatively high returned powers, and consequently HSRL operation In a
Fraunhofer line is not necessary.
The simplest aircraft borne system would deliver 3 mw of optical
power @ 60 Hz from a platform located at h » 10 km above the Earth's surface.
Such a system <rill provide values for the aerosol extinction coefficient in
vertical intervals of depth u • 0.75 km with sufficient accuracy to determine
atmospheric heating due to aerosols within ± 0.5°K day
/' .
! The simplest Shuttle borne system would deliver 2 mw of optical power
; - ; - i
@ 60 Hz from a platform located at h - 185 km above the Earth's surface.
' I i ' °
;' This system alao determines the aerosol extinction coefficient in vertical
'i ' 1
Intervals of depth u "jO.75 km with sufficient accuracy tc determine atmo-
i ' I ; _1
spheric heating due to aerosols within ± 0.5°K 'lay . This system yields
solar background levels which are higher than the returned signal strength;
i
however operation in a Fraunhoter linn using & receiver field of vfew which
' is a practical optical (component) limit gives a feasible value for H /N .
s m
Thus, the Shuttle borne HSRL is theoretically capable of providing the
desired Information on 3 , but it is at the limit of current technology.
Solar noise could be reduced by employing a flash-lamp pumped
transmitter which would deliver 3 mw @ 1 Hz rep It It ion rate with the desired
spectral resolution. This would eliminate the need for a very a.iall receiver
field of view and operation in a Fraunhofer line. However it would be diffi-
cult to attain both the high spectral resolution and high spectral stability
using a flash-lamp pumped transmitter.
It appears that a 15 mw @ 50 Hz dye laser is forthcoming. Our
analysis shows that HSRL operation from the Shuttle using such a dye laser
system, operating in a Fraunhofer line, is capable of yielding vertical
profiles of the aerosol extinction coefficients both by day and night.
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